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To our Readers
Accentuating the diversity that permeates and
defines America is our goal in Curio 2002.
Intriguing topics and crisp design communicate the
inherent contrast that composes daily life in the
Shenandoah Valley.
Americana is alive in the Valley — quiet treasures reside at every turn.
Within blocks of one another, downtown
Harrisonburg restaurants run the gamut of local
flavor, from the elegance of the Joshua Wilton
House to the spunk of Spanky's delicatessen. The
classic TV show "The Dukes of Hazzard" is
immortalized at Cooter's Place, where mischievous
country boys still romp. In stark contrast, the sisters
of Our Lady of the Angels monastery lead prayerful lives dedicated to God in the tranquil hills of
Crozet. In a place where natural beauty abounds,
nearby ventures in water gardening and hang gliding successfully capture the essence of the Valley's
earth and sky. Urban and remote destinations tempt
those with a penchant for travel. Roanoke, the star
city of the South, entices visitors into the bustle of
Market Square while Smith Mountain Lake's serene
waters draw outdoorsmen to leave the city behind.
Drawn to the opportunity of the American
experience are two international personalities
profiled in Curio 2002. "Uncle" Bijan
Saadatmand, a JMU professor from Iran, is
known for his charismatic charm and genuine love
for others. Globe-trotting photographer and JMU
alumnus from Japan, Yo Nagaya captures the
human spirit on film.
In a time that is tumultuous for many, we can
seek strength in the very elements that define our
character. With a rich history entwined in that of
our nation, the Shenandoah Valley has helped
shape the core of the American spirit. Through
these stories from this rural pocket of Virginia, we
hope to express the resilience and energy of that
spirit. We wish you pleasant reading and hope you
enjoy this issue of Curio.

StephenGrainer
is a senior Media Arts and Design major with a
concentration in interactive multimedia and a
computer science minor, who recently retired as
online editor of The Breeze. He hopes to return to
Richmond, Va., to seek a career in interactive
media, web design, or magazine design until he
makes his break in travel writing.

JenniferSurface
is a senior Media Arts and Design major, originally from Honolulu, Hawaii, who recently completed her tenure at JMU's student newspaper,
The Breeze. She served as style editor from 2001 '02 and copy editor from 2000-'01. After graduation, she will seek a job combining her passions
for journalism and health.

JenniferSikorski
is a senior Media Arts and Design major with a
concentration in corporate communications and
minor in English. She was a copy editor and senior writer for The Breeze, JMU's student newspaper. Approaching graduation in May 2002, she is
planning on moving to Northern Virginia to pursue a career in marketing and public relations.

JenniferHawkins
is a senior Media Arts and Design major from
Madison, Va., with a concentration in print journalism and a minor in graphic design. She was
creative director for JMU's yearbook, The
Bluestone, for 2001-'02. After graduation in May,
she plans to pursue a career in layout design in
the Southeastern United States.

TerrenceNowlin
is a senior Media Arts and Design major from
Stuart, Va., and was the 2001-'02 opinion editor
of The Breeze, JMU's student newspaper, and a
staff photographer for The Bluestone, the university yearbook. After graduation, he plans to attend
the University of South Carolina to pursue a
Masters of Mass Communication.

WindySchneider
is a senior Media Arts and Design major with a
concentration in corporate communications and
minors in graphic design and speech communication. She was ad designer for The Breeze. After
graduating, she will move to Northern Virginia
to pursue a career in graphic design and publications.

KerrieWudyka
is a senior Media Arts and Design major with a
concentration in corporate communication and
a minor in communication studies from Virginia
Beach, Va. She is a JMU Student Ambassador
and a member of the Zeta Tau Alpha social
sorority. After graduation, she plans to pursue a
career in local news broadcast reporting.

KerriShannon
is a senior Media Arts and Design major with a
concentration in print journalism and a minor
in psychology. She was a features writer for the
2002 edition of JMU's yearbook, The Bluestone.
After graduating in May 2002, she plans to
move to Baltimore and pursue a job in magazine production.

_CurioAwards_

The Society of Professional Journalists awarded Curio 2000 with first place in the Mark of
Excellence Awards in a National Competition
under the category of Best Student Magazine
published annually.
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_CurioCover_
Jennifer Surface
Co-Executive Editor
Photo by; Terrence Nowlin & Carlton Wolfe

Stephen Grainer
Co-Executive Editor

The simple and striking cover symbolizes the
Virginia tradition of fine wines that dates back
to the Jeffersonian Era and the classic dining
as found at the Joshua Wilton House.
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story by Jeanine Gajewski

photos by Terrence Nowlin & Emily Thomas

Elaine Warfel StaufFer scoops up a cooling praline from a tray.

At age 7, Stauffer began working alongside her mother, Betty

As she crumbles it into bite-size pieces, shoppers trickling past

Warfel, in her bakery at the Central Farmer's Market in Lancaster, Pa.,

her spot in the Dayton Farmers Market gaze at her assort-

selling cookies, sweets and cakes. Warfel's parents were poultry vendors

ment of chocolates and candies. Her sample soon lures them in, and

who sold their goods at market. When money was tight during the

their tentative fingers deplete the dish, leaving them hungry for more.

Great Depression and there were two small children to support, Warfel

"You just can't go wrong with free samples," Stauffer says. She

sought income by following her parents' example. At 25, she began

places more pralines in a box and rings them up.

selling her homemade potato chips at the market, slowly building on

Stauffer has been selling her homemade candies at Warfel's Sweet

her successes. "She started by making a litde, and each market day, she

Shoppe in the farmers market for more than eight years. But the tradi-

made a little more," Stauffer says of her mother. "It was our main

tion of selling goods at market is one deeply ingrained in her family's

source of income."

history. "I grew up learning that if you needed money, you could make
something and sell it," Stauffer says. "It's in my blood."

StaufFer built her own business off a small success as well. While
attending Eastern Mennonite College in the late 1960s, Stauffer partic-
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shop in the old bank building of a small

supply of replenishments behind the counter.

Kansas town. "There was a lot of quaintness

Stauffer says that her most popular item is the

and history there," she says.

chocolate pecan toffee. "If I were going to for-
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In 1993, after 15 years in Kansas, Stauffer

get everything else and just make one item, it

and her husband moved back to Virginia so

would be this," Stauffer says. Warfel's confec-

their daughters could attend Eastern

tion of white, dark or milk chocolate layers

Mennonite High School. For two years before

sandwiching a thin spread of toffee was fea-

they moved, however, she had been seeking

tured at Bloomingdale's stores nationwide in

out a spot to set up her shop in the Dayton

1985 as part of a promotion for Kansas foods.

Farmers Market. Despite the long waiting list

"I sold over a thousand boxes — it blew me

for vendors, Stauffer was successful in secur-

out of the water," she says.
A close second in popularity are her truf-

ing a location for her homemade candies.

;
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On Mother's Day weekend in 1994,

fles, Stauffer says. The selection of flavors

Stauffer celebrated the opening of Warfel's

including espresso, double dark chocolate,

Sweet Shoppe. "My first day here I had

hazelnut and orange can be purchased indi-

maybe five different items," she says.

vidually as a special treat for only 50 cents.

Today, Stauffer offers an ever-growing

Her next hottest sellers are the caramel pecan

assortment, which expands yearly as she

turtles, which are one of Stauffer's signature

adds new items due to customer requests

items. "The turtles always make people
smile," she says.

——i
ipated in a campaign to raise funds for a new
college library. As her contribution, she decided to make her mother's fudge and sell it.
"I made about five big batches of fudge

—

The

homemade

of peanut butter or vanilla cream-filled

chocolates,

chocolates, raisin or nut clusters and peanut

they've got just me."

brittle. She also sells big chunks of choco-

— about 100 pounds," Stauffer says. "They
let me make it in the school kitchen." Not
long after, a local ice cream shop owner rec-

and recipes she has gathered along the

ognized the potential of her fudge recipe.

way. "Every year [sales] get better and

Stauffer decided to finish college while mak-

better - it's a steady climb," she says. Her

ing fudge on the side and selling it at the ice

prices range to fit almost all budgets,

cream shop under the name of "Warfel's."

from a 25-cent Virginia-shaped choco-

She never thought her small endeavors

late mint to a 5-pound, S50 box of

would lead to a promising career with her

assorted chocolates. In addition, Stauffer

own store of the same name years later.

takes mail-order business through her

After graduating with a degree in educa-

new Web site, www.warfels.com.

tion, Stauffer met her husband Tom, a

As for competition, Stauffer has the

"Kansas farm boy." In 1977 the couple

market cornered. "I don't have any compe-

moved to Kansas and started a family.

tition in homemade candies in the area,"

Stauffer decided to make candy part time as

she says. "If someone is looking for good

she raised her children. "I would go to arts

quality homemade chocolates, they've got

and crafts shows and set up a little booth,"

just me."

she says. As each show proved more success-

Boxes of goodies line the perimeter of

ful, Stauffer soon opened a bakery and candy

Stauffer's island with a seemingly endless
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doesn't end there.

Customers can choose from a wide variety

"If someone is looking for good
quality

selection

k
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quality chocolate," Preston says. "She uses

late for individuals who make their own a
candies, use it in recipes or simply can't
get enough

full-strength

4%
M
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better ingredients and you can taste it. It's
much more like European chocolate."

chocolate.

Staulfer buys the key ingredient used in

Staulfer sometimes molds these blocks

her recipes from a litde-known chocolate

into novelty shapes, such as trains and
f

animals, which she says customers like

company, Wilbur Chocolate, located in Lititz,
Pa. (www.wilburbuds.com). "People who discov-

because they "remind them of people,
and they buy them as gifts."

er them never go back to ordinary chocolate,"

73

she says. Wilbur makes the chocolate from

She also offers a large selection of
sugar-free variations of the standard items.
Staulfer says these diabetic-friendly candies are made the same way but with a
sugar substitute, which she says "tastes

cocoa beans harvested from the Ivory Coast
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to create high-quality blended chocolate. "My
job is to take the chocolate and melt it down
to make things out of," Stauffer says.

OG ^

very good."

Stauffer makes her candies in her home in

( PIANUT BUIIER EG

Of course, Staulfer also sells an assort-

Hinton, a town seven miles west of

ment of fudge, made from her mother's

Harrisonburg. "I have a big room we call 'the

recipe. "The fudge probably excites me the

chocolate room,"' she says. She considers the

least — maybe because I've been doing it

large room with hardwood floors, bay win-

the longest," she says.
When the fruit is in season, she makes

dows and a fireplace to be the house's nicest

.e
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chocolate-dipped apricots and strawberries.
Under a glass case, the long stems peek out
of chocolate-covered cherries. "It's a seasonal business," Staulfer says. "That's what
keeps it fun and creative. I couldn't do this

—-
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room. "It's huge," she says. "I spend a lot of
-J- I time in that room, so it might as well be nice."

Left: Stauffer serves her customers with a smile.
Middle: Stauffer carries a tray loaded with chocolate
animals in preparation for Easter. Above: A variety of
chocolate eggs, flavored with peanut butter and fruit
and nut fillings, sits on display.

Stauffer produces her candies between
Monday and Wednesday to be ready to take
to the farmers market Thursday through
Saturday. "Depending on the time of year,

for this many years without the opportunity to

we'll be in production one to six days of the

be creative."

week," Stauffer says. She employs between

With each new season, Stauffer has a

one and five assistants to help her, depending

chance to satisfy her creative drive with fresh

on seasonal demand. Her assistants are usual-

packaging ideas and new shapes and sizes for

ly Mennonite women who have finished

tried-and-true favorites. In the spring, her

school but are not yet married. "They are

coconut or vanilla butter creams become edi-

wonderful, dedicated employees," Staulfer

ble Easter eggs. By Christmas, the pastel

says. "Finding good help at home hasn't been

packages give way to red-and-green gift-

a problem for me because of that resource in

wrapped surprises. Stauffer says that out of

the community."

all the holidays at Warfel's, she enjoys

Running back and forth between the

Valentine's Day the most. "Valentine's Day is

chocolate room and the main kitchen, Stauffer

my favorite because of its pretty hearts and

concocts her famous treats. While some can-

bows," she says.

dies are painstakingly difficult to make, she

Presentation alone is not what sells her

says her best seller, the chocolate pecan toffee,

sweets. Dan Preston, a writer from North

is actually one of the easiest. "The recipe was

Carolina who is living in the Valley while

one of my mother's that I found and decided

working on a book, comes to Warfel's almost

to try," Stauffer says. First, she blends sugar

every day to buy a treat or two. "It's high-

and butter and cooks it to make the toffee

;
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layer. She then pours the mixture into pans

Her customers would

and spreads it as thin as possible. "There's a lot

agree that her hard work

of thick toffee that's hard to bite into," Stauffer

has paid off. "I've been

says. "But mine is very thin."

buying chocolate here

Once it cools, she coats the top with a layer

forever," Ellie Crabtree

of chocolate and sets it aside to cool. Then she

says. "I come here once

flips the sheet over and coats the bottom with

a week and get a dark

another layer of chocolate. After cooling

chocolate turtle — that's

again, she breaks the sheet by hand into bite-

my treat." Crabtree says

sized pieces to sell.

that for the past three to

Stauffer says that her most challenging and

ft.
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four years, she has been

labor-intensive items are the chocolate-cov-

buying

cream-filled

ered cherries. "It involves just the right timing

chocolate eggs at Easter

in making and eating them," she says. After

to give as gifts, and this

draining the fresh cherries, Stauffer makes the

past Valentine's Day, she

fondant — a creamy blend of powdered sugar

bought more than 100

and butter that surrounds the cherry. The

A I J
Above: An employee scoops and shapes filling for chocolate Easter eggs.
Below left: Assorted candy temptations fill the Warfel's Sweet Shoppe
stand at the Dayton Farmers Market.

tricky part is that they must be dry enough to
hand-wrap around the cherries, but wet

"I never dreamed

boxes of candy to

through Saturday. "It's an unusual cooperative

enough to be a bit gooey. The fondant-

I'd

give

kids.

venture," Stauffer says. Her surrounding ven-

wrapped cherries then are double-dipped in

doing this, but I

"Everyone

I've

dors in the market say Warfel's Sweet Shoppe is

chocolate and left to set for a week before eat-

think what drives

given it to loves

ing for the right consistency. "I always said I'd

me is that I'm

it," Crabtree says.

never do cherries because they are too much

always trying new

"You

probably

Carol Rhodes, owner of a kitchen hardware

work," Stauffer says. "But here they are."

things."

think I'm a choco-

shop, Kitchenwares & More, located next to

holic, and you've

Warfel's. "We try to have good quality here,

be

content

to

come to the right conclusion."
Cindy Grey, a Harrisonburg resident, says,
"I come here about six to 10 times a year. I get

A
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and her products are delicious. She's a helpful
person, and cheerful and energetic."

the sugar-free chocolate. Everybody who sam-

future with new additions and fresh ideas. "I

ples it really enjoys it, and now Em buying it

never dreamed I'd be content doing this, but I

for not only my parents, but my parents'

think what drives me is that I'm always trying

friends as well."

new things." Like her mother and grandmother

Nancy Sedwick also buys Warfel's choco-

before her, Stauffer foresees the possibility of

lates to send to friends and family. "I send gifts

passing down the market tradition to her daugh-

to my son in South America," she says.

ters, Karla, 16, and Miriam, 22. "When they

Stauffer says that meeting new people is

were little, they loved it, but once they hit high

one of the most rewarding aspects of her work.

school they didn't want anything to do with it.

"I get constant feedback. I get to see the look

But I was the same way, and I came back."

on their faces when they taste it," she says.

JeanineGajewski
is a junior Media Arts and Design major from
Annapolis, Md., and was 200T'02 copy editor for JMU's newspaper, The Breeze. She is
also 2002-'03 editor-in-chief of The Breeze.

which is open from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Thursday
-•

and [Stauffer] does things really attractively

Stauffer projects continuing success for the

neighboring vendors at the Farmers Market,
J

"I think [Warfel's] fits in really well," says

the chocolate pecan toffee, the pralines and

Stauffer also works in close contact with her
m

a good addition to the atmosphere.

H

Capturing the world through the eyes of photograo -er
Yo

Nagaya

s

r

» story by Keri Brooks
» photos of Nagaya by Matt Carasella
On a calm sunny morning in Beijing, China,
Yo Nagaya looked out his hotel room window,

I

gazing at the bustling activities of people below.
Looking at the seemingly ordinary scene, he saw
what most do not — design. He was on assignment

\

for the government of Beijing and the International V
Olympics Committee to take pictures all over the city in
preparation for the 2008 Olympic Games.
Nagaya jogged down the flights of stairs, camera in
hand, and approached a group of Chinese women

r.

practicing their morning Tai Chi. While an amateur
photographer might take a picture of the women
from eye level, Nagaya saw an opportunity to get a
unique shot. Lying on his back on the cold ground
in the middle of the women, he asked them to continue their exercises around him. Although the
women probably were confused, what resulted from
Nagaya's intuition and boldness was an amazing photograph with a
fresh perspective.
"I love design," Nagaya says. "Looking at objects of pleasing
shape and color excites me. That goes for just about anything, even
landscape, cityscape and people, too."
Raised in Tokyo, Japan, Nagaya's first interactions with artistic style
were his music classes. His mother and grandmother were both graduates
of music institutions. While Nagaya would rather have been playing with his
friends and toys, he had grueling lessons in musical instruments such as piano and
electrical organ. "God, I hated those lessons," Nagaya laughs.

Kpdak
im

> > While interning at The Washington Post in the summer of
1984, Nagaya took this photo of a man thoughtfully pondering his next chess move.
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The classes were his first taste of discour-

he received in kindergarten. He thought of it

ent in eight languages. Both parents were sup-

agement. He jokes that they gave him a mod-

as a "magic box." Its mechanical look and

portive of Nagaya finding his professional

erate case of trauma, but he knew he would

ability to take pictures that far surpassed his

path by himself.

never be a professional musician. He still

own drawings intrigued Nagaya. When his

His educational travels eventually brought

enjoys listening to various genres of music

parents noticed his interest in art, they

him to America. He attended Luray High

from classic to pop. What he did learn from

enrolled him in drawing classes after school.

School in Luray, Va., and graduated from

music, however, was one of the most impor-

Nagaya credits his art classes with initiating his

James Madison University in 1984. Learning

tant artistic elements — aesthetic rhythm.

design ability.

through trial and error, he always is willing to

"Later, I discovered that everything, not

A self-taught natural, Nagaya has traveled

try new things. From attaching a radio-con-

just in music, has its own rhythm whether it is

all over the world taking pictures. He has cov-

trolled camera onto a snowboard to using a

animate or inanimate objects, dead or alive,"

ered most of the United States, as well as

fisheye lens unconventionally, Nagaya is an

Nagaya says.

Mexico, Spain, Thailand, Australia, Korea,

undisputed photographic phenomenon. He

Fortunately, Nagaya's father was a camera

Switzerland and China. Nagaya's father, who

credits a supportive faculty and a great team of

enthusiast, not a musician. Nagaya was fasci-

owns a Russian restaurant in Tokyo, speaks

fellow students with encouraging his talent

nated by his first camera, a small Kodak, that

Japanese and Russian while his mother is flu-

while he was a student at JMU. He took pic-

8 CURIO SPRING 2002

Nagaya's love for cats is evident in many of his pictures, including this one from a
Buddhist temple in Chiangmai,Thailand."I am a sucker for cats and I just can't stay away
from them," he says. "I now keep four cats at my home and they are all strays."
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On assignment in Beijing in May 2000,
Nagaya looked out the window of his hotel
to see several women practicing Tai Chi.
Grabbing his camera, he ran downstairs
and began shooting — while lying on the
ground between the women.

tures for the school newspaper, The Breeze, the
school yearbook, The Bluestone, and the student-produced magazine Curio.

and he came away with a great shot.

college years was Frank Marshman, owner of

"He went beyond just shooting and thought

CameraWiz, a Harrisonburg camera repair

Chris Kouba, an editor at The Breeze from

about how each photo would fit in a layout.

business. Nagaya initially went to Marshman

1981-'83 with Nagaya, says, "Yo was an

Frequently his work blended storytelling with

to have his camera fixed, but Nagaya's winning

immensely talented photographer with a great

art," says Curio adviser and JMU Media Arts

personality created a lasting friendship

sense for telling stories visually. He has an

and Design professor David Wendelken.

between the two men. "Frank always gave me

innate ability to see things differently, then

"Three things that stood out about Yo were his

good advice, and he had a lot of insight into

capture them on film in a way that helps the

drive, his enterprise and the diversity of sub-

my work," Nagaya says, "Not only were his cri-

rest of us see them differently, too."

jects he picked. He loved to shoot."

tiques on my photography precise, he also hint-

One of Nagaya's Curio assignments demon-

Nagaya says, "Without those open-minded

ed that photography is about loving and cher-

strates his ability to tell a story visually. To find

people and opportunities to experiment with-

ishing life and the world we live in." Picture

a new angle on parachuting, he mounted a

out fear of failure, my natural talent would not

taking, according to Nagaya, is a proof of life.

camera to the tail of the plane. The camera

have been given a fighting chance."

took pictures while jumpers were free falling,

Another significant influence during his

Marshman also encouraged Nagaya to
push himself journalistically. He told Nagaya

PERSONALITIESYO NAGAYA 9

to study the stellar photojournalism of the

Marshman says. "He is world class."

minister." He took a new job with the Photo

1930s and 1940s in LIFE, Look and Colliers

Nagaya took a job with The Washington Post

Kishimoto Corporation, the largest sports

magazines. "Yo works hard at his craft. He is

as a general news photographer after gradua-

photo agency in Japan and one of the most

very dedicated," Marshman says.

tion. He enjoyed his time at The Post, but moved

prestigious in the world. His duties included

Upon graduation from JMU, Nagaya put

back to Tokyo in 1984 to work for the Agence

daily coverage of sports events in and out of

together an impressive resume to mail out to

France-Presse. The AFP is one of the oldest news

Japan, as well as handling international

potential employers. A multi-page booklet of

agencies in the world, and the Tokyo bureau

business aspects of sports photography. At

previous work, the resume caught the atten-

was the headquarters for other Asian bureaus

least a third of his year was spent traveling

tion of 15 out of 16 potential employers.

as well. Nagaya worked as a staff photographer

abroad covering sporting events. Some of

Although Nagaya assembled it long before

and editor covering news events in Asia as well

the major assignments Nagaya shot were the

desktop publishing, Wendelken still shows the

as controlling photo transmissions to and from

1986 World Cup Soccer Tournament in

resume to his classes today as an example of

Paris and Washington, D.C., bureaus.

Mexico, the 1986 Asian Games in Seoul, the

After seven years with the AFP, Nagaya

1988 Seoul Olympic Games, the 1992

"It was unique and different. You could see

explains he became "tired of taking pictures

Barcelona Olympic Games, the 1998

the strength and quality of his work,"

of people shaking hands with the prime

Nagano Olympic Games and the 2002 Salt

exceptional work.

Lake City Olympic Games.

> >This man smiled for a candid shot in the streets of
Leningrad duringYo's tour of the U.S.S.R. in 1987. His quiet
exuberance reflected the hope of the Russian people in the
fall of the Soviet Union.
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A

to improving his craft with each assignment.

Marshman and Nagaya both share a pref-

on the front line," he says. While shooting pic-

erence for "old school" photography over the

tures for the International Olympics Committee

Once a week Nagaya also teaches English

current trend of digital photography. "I'm a

in Salt Lake City, Utah, Nagaya could hear the

at his local Cultural Activities Center using

dying breed of analog photographer," Nagaya

breathing of the figure skaters as they glided by.

movie scripts to illustrate meaning behind the

says. "I still enjoy the moment of suspense as

He could smell the athletes' sweat.

language. He is open to teaching about pho-

In 1993, Nagaya started Yo Photo Works,

tography in the future. He brings to his teach-

Also, the film quality is better in a regular

his private photography agency. He tries to

ing his willingness to discuss each shot and

camera than a digital. Marshman says, "It's

keep his work as diverse as possible while

method he has ever used. Not only is Nagaya

better to get an image on film rather than cre-

infusing new ideas with each assignment.

a teacher to others, but he also has a desire to

ate it afterwards on a computer."

Some assignments have been local news and

continually learn. That desire is what makes

Concerning manipulation of digital photo-

sports, weddings, commercial pamphlets and

his photography memorable.

graphs in the media, Nagaya disagrees with

brochures, elementary sports festivals and a

the practice. "The public trusts us to be hon-

series on professional women. He also has

est," he says. "You can't abuse that."

been writing for advertising agencies. He likes

KeriBrooks
is a senior Media Arts and Design major with
a concentration in corporate communication
and a minor in communication studies. After
graduation this spring she is moving to
Connecticut to start her career and continue
her education.

film is processed."

Nagaya views his responsibilities as a jour-

to have a mix of editorial work and art.

nalist very seriously. "It is a privileged job, to be

Variety is key to keeping work interesting and

■

Children compete in traditional Junior Sumo Championships.
Sumo has its roots in festivals of petition for the gods to bring
a good harvest.
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Even a photo for Nagaya's local
newspaper turns out beautifully.
For artistic emphasis in his personal portfolio, Nagaya digitally
modified the water cascading
from the swimmer's face to give it
a rounded look.
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a
story by Julie Sproesser
photos by Patrick Moran
& Terrence Nowlin

Business at Spanky's is a family affair
—
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Its motto is, "our sandwiches are over

behind after relocating to the Valley, selling

stuffed," but "build your own" seems

deli foods seemed a natural choice for the boy

to better capture the essence of

nicknamed "Spanky" because he looked like

Spanky's. Whether that means building a

Spanky McFarland from his favorite television

thriving restaurant out of a small New York-

show, "The Little Rascals." Starting out with

style deli, building enormous sandwiches

just a sandwich counter and some local cater-

out of every lunch meat combination imag-

ing customers, Macher says the restaurant's

inable or building Spanky's franchises all

popularity continued to grow in town, so he

over the country, Roland "Spanky" Macher

kept adding tables, decorations and more.

Jr. has been doing it for nearly 30 years now.

Today, the bustling restaurant has become a

Not bad for a chubby New Jersey kid who

staple to downtown dining.

says he didn't have a clue what he wanted to

The wooden booths are saturated in pen

do when he graduated from Madison

and pencil graffiti, and knife carvings line the

College in 1973.

walls, which are just as covered. Famous faces

A self-proclaimed entrepreneur, Macher

peer out of old Rolling Stone covers amid old

opened the restaurant in Sept. 1974 as a

tennis rackets, skis, golf clubs and more. Every

small takeout delicatessen after his father

inch offers something different, from one-eyed

purchased the old Foley building on Water

pirates to a brilliantly colored five-foot clown

Street in downtown Harrisonburg. "I'd just

doll in a glass case to aisles lined with hanging

moved back to town because I was dating a

plants and tinsel.

girl from Harrisonburg, and my father asked

"It's eclectic yard sale stuff," says Macher,

what I wanted to do with the place,"

who used to rummage through flea markets,

Macher says. "I didn't really know what to

garage sales and pretty much anywhere to find

do with it, but the generation was a business

interesting items. "I think people can identify

generation — you had to sell something to

with the kind of 'junk' style," he says. "It's like

be successful."

painting a picture — the style just kind of hap-

Missing the New Jersey cuisine he had left

pens to you without even trying."
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The decor is a

opening in 1974. Liskey says the restaurant

hodgepodge including an array of

now gets requests to cater everything from

black-and-white Macher family photographs.

JMU graduation parties to church functions.

The menu is just as random and personalized.

In addition to catering requests, so many peo-

Incorporating the Little Rascals into the

ple asked about delivery that Liskey decided

restaurant's theme, Alfalfa, Bouncy, Chubby,

to start a delivery service to increase sales. She

Stymie, Henrietta and Miss Crabtree are just

says Spanky's is not trying to be competition

a few of the names of the over-stuffed sand-

for Dave's Taverna, another popular down-

wiches offered. Other favorites include potato

town establishment with a late-night delivery

skins, salads loaded with toppings, nachos and

service, but is just trying to provide for cus-

desserts such as its recent addition, peanut

tomers. "Late at night you either get pizza or

butter pie.

you get Dave's, and that doesn't leave you a

"It's this combination of food and atmos-

More of a downtown kinship than compe-

who manages the Harrisonburg restaurant.

tition, Liskey and Macher both say that down-

"People have their favorites and keep coming

town isn't where the competition lies.

back for them."

Interviewed in the 1978 issue of Curio,

Customers agree that these elements in

Macher's brother Richard Macher, then vice

addition to Spanky's low prices are what keep

president of the company, said that Spanky's

them coming in. "I think what separates

had little to no competition in Harrisonburg,

Spanky's from other restaurants is their ability

so business was good.

to combine good food and good atmosphere,"

Macher says that story has changed quite a

says Joe Taylor, a junior at James Madison

bit through the years. "Competing with the

University. "When I go in there, I know I'm

big national chains with their national adver-

getting the most out of my money, not just

tising campaigns is really hard," he says. "For

because of the quality of the food, but also

the past five to eight years we've faced that. All

because I'm being entertained."

those places like Chili's and Applebee's have

ety of daily incentives including nighdy beer

o
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whole lot of options," she explains.

phere that draws people in," says Kim Liskey,

Spanky's entertains customers with a vari-

^'Cko

\
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sprung up and taken business away from the
small downtown areas."

specials, Mexican Madness on Wednesdays

With a motivation to keep building,

and, most popularly, the Kids Eat Free special

Macher says that rather than try to fight the

all day on Mondays when ordering with an

competition, he has decided to join them.

adult customer.

Excited about the opportunity for a new busi-

The food's popularity led Spanky's to start

ness venture and a fresh start, Macher is look-

catering to local businesses not long after its

ing to start franchising restaurants nationwide.
DININGSPANKY'S 13

The family currently owns Spanky's and

be killer to get going, but after that it's easy;

Macado's

Lexington,

it's already set up." Keeping with the family-

Blacksburg, Fredericksburg, Chapel Hill,

oriented theme of the Harrisonburg restau-

N.C., and some as far away as Poughkeepsie,

rant, franchise owners will be required to

N.Y, and Vergas, Minn,

hang 100 black-and-white photos of their

restaurants

in

"First-time franchises are the hardest

own families in their restaurant. Details con-

because you have to get the cash flow expand-

cerning how to start franchising with Spanky's

ing and set up a system for each franchise to

are available at its Web site, www.spankji-s.com.
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Left: The Spank/'s
sign hangs above the
restaurant's entrance
on Water Street.
Below: Dozens of
Macher family photos line the walls.
Right: Kim Liskey
puts the finishing
touches on an
order. Far right: A
booth adorned
with framed Tshirts, a stop sign
and graffiti provides an eclectic
dining experience.

Although the business has spread up and
down the East Coast over the years and now
has the possibility of franchising anywhere, the
family aspect of Spanky's remains. In addition
to Macher's involvement, his mother, Shakie
Macher, still hangs around the Harrisonburg
branch that she owns, Macher's children — 6,
10 and 13 — occasionally are caught piling
turkey and roast beef on sandwiches in
the kitchen under
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follow," Macher says. "It's still
in the works but we're almost
We're family here.

Dad's watchful eye.

there." Macher says the beauty

It seems natural then that the employees,

Everyone just gets pulled

of franchising is that "we can

in by a friend or some-

open Spanky's anywhere with the system but

though not part of the Macher family tree, all

thing, and then they're in.

not have to do all the work." With the system

consider themselves to be family. "We're fam-

We all hang out even

in place, interested franchise owners will be

ily here," Robbie Gaskins, a server and cook,

when

contracted to use the same menu, purchase a

says. "Everyone just gets pulled in by a friend

"decorations package" and maintain a set of

or something, and then they're in. We all hang

criteria so all restaurants will run uniformly.

out even when we're not at work," says the

we're

work. 99

not

at

"The goal here is to be consistent,"

JMU graduate student who has worked at the

Macher says. "That's where the system comes

Harrisonburg Spanky's since his undergradu-

in. You have to have a system so that each

ate years.

restaurant works the same. The first five will
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With restaurants near Washington & Lee

University, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and

an excellent job with catering to everyone."

State University, the University of North

Macher says he is optimistic that he can

Carolina and more, college towns serve as

cater to just about everyone as long as he and

home to most of the Spanky's currendy in

his future franchise owners set up shop in the

and

existence. "There's always a good work force

right markets and maintain the success that is

keep busy and work real

in a college town," Macher says. "It's easy to

28 years in the making. "I'm excited about it.

hard.

find kids willing to work late shifts, and it's a

I'm effervescent and young at heart. I keep

driven

good town for business."

busy and work real hard," he says. "I guess I'm

have

Spanky's is open daily until 1 a.m., and

just driven to do it, like I have spark plugs that

get merging to try new

Liskey says the late nighttime slot is when it

get me going to try new things. It's been kind

things.

gets most of its business from college crowds.

of a trial-and-error sort of thing since the start

"Depending on when you come, you'll

and sometimes it was really hard. Sometimes

I'm effervescent
young
I

at

guess
to

do

spark

heart.
I'm
if,

plugs

I

just

like

I

that

find a different group," Liskey says.
"Lunchtime we're popular with the lawyers

r
r

k
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and

business

people

downtown;

evenings and weekends it's mostly families
and students."
Some customers think that range of
clientele makes for a unique dining experience. "I've come to Spanky's at different times

it came up and bit me right in the ass but

of the year, and it's really interesting to see

that's business, and I'm going to keep working

how the characteristics of the patrons

at it."

change," says Norfolk, Va., resident Jonathon

Lynette Diaz contributed to the research of this story.

Molusky. "When I come in the fall or winter-

JulieSproesser
is a senior Media Arts and Design major
from Woodbridge, Va., who recently gave up
her reins as editor-in-chief of The Breeze,
JMU's student newspaper. She hopes to
prosper in big city life and write about the
culinary world.

time, the restaurant is full of students hanging
out and enjoying themselves. When I come in
the summer, you see more local patrons, some
with their children. I think the restaurant does

■
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AFFAIR
Springdale Water Gardens offers a contemporary splash to gardening
story by Elizabeth Parsons
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winding dirt road leads to a quaint piece of

of Greenville, Va., in the heart of the

sleepy country land. An old barn stands in the

Shenandoah Valley, amid acres of farmland,

jjjpftanc&'tvilli picturesque natural scenes and

forest and rural life, lies a flourishing company

sumTunclmg wide-open agrarian spaces. In

in the business of one of the oldest forms of

the middle of the driveway a small, washed-

gardening.

out reddish shed sits, surrounded by an island

Springdale Water Gardens offers a com-

of grass, with a rustic bird feeder under its sil-

plete source of water gardening supplies,

ver rooftop. The white farmhouse sits atop a

plants, fish, demonstrations and support for

rolling hill fringed with large old trees, over-

building and maintaining a water garden.

looking the vast 150-acre property, as a friend-

Owned and operated by Tish and Keith

Folsoms have seen their business grow

ly dog lounges in the sun close by, waiting to

Folsom and Sherman and Linda Reeder,

tremendously each year as they extend their

Springdale is a booming year-round business

area of interest to homeowners and business

in an increasingly popular field.

clients covering the state and branching out

greet any visitors.
A closer look at this seemingly motionless
setting, however, reveals a world brimming

Even though it has existed since 2000 B.C.

to Maryland, North Carolina and West

with life. With various ponds lined up in neat

and has for centuries been a part of Japanese

Virginia. "There is a steady stream of new

rows, brightly colored fish of all sizes swim

culture, this ancient horticulture practice has

pond owners, and there are our regular cus-

under the surface of their

gained popularity with homeowners in

tomers who come back to stock their sup-

calm waters and huge green-

America in only the last 10 years. Water gar-

plies," Tish says.
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dening blends various elements such as aquat-

One reason for their success, she says, is

of

ic plant life and ornamental fish with unique

attributed to advertising efforts in many differ-

design to create an artistic variation to the tra-

ent mediums over a large area. Springdale fre-

ditional style of gardening. "It's different than

quently advertises in local newspapers and

just gardening; it's a whole ecosystem," says

also on radio and television stations in the

Tish, who is also treasurer and office manager

area, mostly targeting homeowners aged 30 to

for the company.

55. Additionally, Springdale sets up booths at

vast arrays
* plants. Nestled in
*
21 the backwoods

.4\

*

\

With almost 10 years of experience in the

various trade shows, the most popular being

water gardening field, Springdale began in

the annual GMC Capital Home & Garden

1988 when the Folsoms purchased the prop-

Show in Chantilly, Va., to promote their busi-

erty for their future business. Keith, also pres-

ness and inform the public of their water gar-

ident of the company, worked in the water

dening expertise.

garden business out of college in both Texas

Keith also has been conducting public

and Maryland. The Folsoms had considered

speeches at grade schools, high schools, col-

the idea of opening their own business as they

leges and professional gardening groups for

relocated to Virginia. "In order to do this, we

more than 22 years. The topics he speaks on

knew we had to start our own nursery," Keith

range from wetland ecology and conservation

says. Keith and Tish both had to work two

with younger children to marketing lectures

jobs during the long preparation for

in terms of water gardening as a business to

Springdale's official opening in 1993.

more sophisticated audiences. This outlet not

Springdale lends its expertise to home-

only provides Keith a chance to speak on his

owners interested in building a water garden

expertise and excitement about water garden-

(from supplies to demonstrations, not includ-

ing, but also the personal satisfaction that he

ing installation) and also to regionally located

has educated many people.

garden centers and landscape contractors as

"With the kids, you can see the lights turn-

a full-service supply source. As a result, the

ing on in the heads and see them getting

i;
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Above: Calm Greenville,Va., hosts Springdale
Water Gardens, a complete water garden supply source. Right: Lilies, a popular water garden
accessory, are available along with other floating
and submerged aquatic plants. Far right: Keith
Folsom educates children about wetland ecology and conservation.

excited about science," he says. "I like to know
that people leave my presentations feeling like
they have learned a lot."
Springdale's success is due to its vast selection of supplies for all aspects of water gardening and also the knowledgeable staff, which
totals 15 to 20 employees during May to
August, the busiest part of the season.
Plants are one of the most important ele-

-• I

ments in water gardening and Springdale offers
a huge selection. It carries an extensive line of

that come in different variations such as fan-

to the level of uniqueness and difficulty the

aquatic plants, both floating and submerged,

tails, comets, golden orfe and shubunkin,

customer demands. One is a custom-dug, rub-

and floating tropical plants. One popular

which have a unique, rich blend of colors.

ber-lined pond that is tailored to customer

choice of plant life are lilies, which can be used

Koi grow exceptionally large, between 18

request to complement creativity in designing

to colorfully accent any water garden during

and 36 inches, and are used in deeper ponds.

their water garden. This type is the easier of

the prime flowering months of late spring to

Scavengers, such as snails, are also for sale to

the two to put in because it has the ability to

early fall. Another preferred choice are the

help decompose organic debris in a pond.

be leveled off easily, Tish says. The second

varieties of bog plants, which, according to its

Along with the fish, there is a full line of sup-

type is a pre-formed pond available in sizes

Web site, www.springdalewaiergardens.com, are con-

plies such as fish and pond food, medicines

from 35 to 100 gallons in polyethylene materi-

sidered shallow water plants and "provide ver-

and treatments.

al or 225 to 750 gallons in fiberglass material,

tical accent and texture contrast."

In addition, Springdale also supplies pond

and is significantly more expensive than the

Water gardens not only are full of beau-

liners for individuals to choose from after they

tiful plant life, but also house a wide range of

determine the shape and style of their partic-

Smaller, above-ground patio ponds also are

aquatic creatures. These include goldfish

ular water garden. These types vary according

available from Springdale and are a beautiful

18 CURIO SPRING 2002

custom liners.
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go through October. During the prime sea-

event will go to the Wildlife Center of

son, which includes the three summer

Virginia. "We wanted to do something that

months, Springdale does more than 60 per-

benefited the community and let them know

cent of its business.

that not only are we here, but we support

Topics include how to build a pond and

MS fi
Tl'

r/

them," he says.

waterfall, advanced water garden construc-

With all this to offer and more, it's no won-

tion, container water gardening and prepar-

der Springdale is a leap ahead of its competi-

ing your pond for winter. Additionally,

tion and busy year-round, even in the coldest

Springdale offers three special programs, one

months of winter. Even though the Folsoms

being a Kid's Day held in June, that educates

love their business, they add that with the pos-

children about the ecology of water gardens.

itive, you have to take the negative, which

Don Litten, an attorney in Harrisonburg

encompasses everything that any small-busi-

and avid water gardener for about 20 years,

ness owners can expect to encounter along the

has seen the hobby rise in popularity and

way. "We have learned that we have to stay on

Springdale grow in its business. He chooses

top of things and be a part of the changes in

Springdale because of its knowledgeable

the [water garden] business in order to move

addition to a small space on decks and patios. The

staff, an ideal, scenic location and the full

forward," Keith says.

company also offers pond supplies from pumps

services it provides. "I know of no other

Although the business is not for everyone,

and fountains to filters and lighting, an easy way

place like this," he says. "If you have a water

Tish says there is nothing else she would rather

to add elegance and value to any water garden

garden, go to Springdale. Then go home and

do than have her family a part of the dream

either floating or strewn around the edges.

forget about it!"

she and Keith created together. "It's never the

;■
a
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Springdale offers a great sense of "how-

Springdale also hosts a "Tour of Ponds,"

same thing twice," she says. "It's always a dif-

to" for its customers, including free seminars

held in July, that provides customers with the

ferent experience; you've tackled some other

and demonstrations at its home location in

opportunity to tour other customers' ponds.

Greenville using the display ponds. The staff

According to Keith, this aspect is important

will host 39 seminars this year alone, which

for other customers to get ideas for their own

"provide the customers with the confidence

ponds and have the ability to interact with

and information to create and install a water

one another to ask questions. "Pond owners

garden themselves," Tish says. These useful

really enjoy showing off what they've done,"

and informative sessions begin in March and

he says affectionately. All proceeds for the

challenge that you didn't the day before." ■
ElizabethParsons
is a Media Arts and Design major with a concentration in print journalism from Grottoes,
Va., and was the 2001-'02 copy director for
JMU's yearbook, The Bluestone. After graduation, she will be interning with a city publication and then hopes to travel extensively
before securing a writing or editing position
in the magazine industry.
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story by Katie Lewis

Monastic life stimulates a deeper desire for God
Hidden in the rolling foothills of

"A monastery is a symbol of the existence

someone who sits in quiet contemplation

the Blue Ridge Mountains lies a

of God," says Sister Claire, a senior sister

many hours each day, she has much to share

self-contained community. It is

with friendly brown eyes who joined Our

about her life at the monastery. Lately, she

clear this group values solitude, for any travel-

Lady of the Angels Monastery in 1992.

says, there has been a rise in interest about

ers wishing to visit must make their way

"People have a yearning to give meaning to

monasteries and, locally, the sisters at Our

through the beautiful Crozet countryside, a

their lives. When they see a monastery, they

Lady of the Angels.

charming labyrinth of meandering roads,

are reminded of God. And our Christian lives

"I think it is because we're like whales," she

farm pastures and babbling brooks.

and beliefs as sisters are no different from

says, a good-natured snort punctuating her

other Christians, except we dedicate our

laugh. "We're an endangered species.

whole lives to God."

Choosing to be here is following an attraction.

This community, Our Lady of the Angels
Monastery, is hidden from the rest of the town
not to shun the town's inhabitants, for the 10

Sister Claire's graying hair peeks out from

Young people today still have that attraction,

sisters residing there welcome visitors, but to

under her black veil. The plain visiting room

but it's extremely hard for them to make the

create an environment conducive to a life of

inside the warm brick monastery, with its

choice. There are so many options out there.

prayer and seeking God.

cream-colored walls and old furniture, seems to

And people close to them might think they are

The sisters are Cistercians, an order of

brighten a bit when she enters. Like Sister

throwing their life away. It is difficult to make

Catholics who follow the Rule of St. Benedict,

Claire, the rest of the nuns wear black veils cov-

the break or even for young people to learn

an Italian monk, who in the sixth century

ering only their hair. Their white dresses are

about religious life like ours."

wrote an interpretation of the Gospel for those

thin and extend from their collars to their

According to Sister Claire, the Cistercian

desiring to give their lives to God. Although the

ankles. Another layer of thin, black cloth slips

Order of monks and nuns began in the 11th

Cistercian order arose much later in the 11th

over their white dresses and is held in place with

century and spread throughout Europe, even-

century, these faithful followers sought to

a brown, leather belt around their waists. Their

tually arriving in North America in 1848.

return to the simplicity of St. Benedict and to

faces are plain, without makeup or jewelry.

Sister Claire was living at Mount Saint Mary's

devote their lives to the Gospel.
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Sister Claire smiles and laughs often. For

Abbey in Wrentham, Mass., the first

S

Cistercian Monastery of nuns in America,
when two other sisters came to Crozet to buy
property in 1987. They wanted to begin a new

»■

v>

monastery and were looking for a location
suitable for their contemplative life.
"Crozet was an area that just lifted your

r
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heart up to God," she says, a bright smile
illuminating her face. "There is a certain
amount of solitude and silence necessary to

w

t

our lives here."
m

Construction of the monastery began soon
after. The sisters worked hard to help with the
process by painting the building, sewing cur-

.V
mu

tains and laying the gravel path leading up to
the monastery.
iITiV'ft

Manual work is a principle that Cistercians
following the Rule of St. Benedict live by.
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Nowadays, Sister Claire says manual work can

': j

include office work on the computer and

9% w

maintaining the upkeep of the monastery.
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The two other principles all Cistercians follow
A gravel walkway, laid by the sisters of the
monastery, leads to Our Lady of the Angels
Monastery, a spiritual haven amid the mountains
near Crozet,Va.
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are prayer, both communal and personal, and

meals of the day are eaten together. The

hours. Another sister goes down an hour later

prayerful reading of the scripture, known as

day ends with the evening prayer and then

to help add the culture. Once the milk reach-

Lectio Divina.

bed at 7:30 p.m.

es 89 degrees, it is transferred to a vat, holding

"Lectio Divina is when you dwell on the

"We get a good night's sleep," Sister Claire

up to 6,200 pounds of milk. At 8 a.m., two sis-

word," Sister Claire says. "Something strikes

says. "Sometimes it is still light when we go to

ters return from the barn and two more go

you, and you roll with it. You ponder it, you let

bed, but if you're tired enough, you'll sleep."

down to help with the cooking process. Half

it become a part of you."

The sisters rely on their own hard work to

an hour later, rennet, an herb that contains a

In addition to following the Rule of St.

financially maintain the monastery by produc-

milk-curdling enzyme, is added to help the

Benedict, there are vows that all Cistercian

ing, selling and shipping homemade Dutch

cheese solidify. The curd, the coagulated part

nuns and monks take. The first of the three

Gouda cheese.

of the milk, then is cut for 25 minutes and bro-

vows is fidelity. "This means we take a vow of

On Tuesdays, the sisters work the entire

ken up again with two instruments called

fidelity to monastic life, which includes

day in the cheese barn, which is located on the

harps that have vertical and horizontal wires

celibacy, poverty, silence and solitude," Sister

monastery grounds, a short walk from the

to cut through the curd.

Claire says with a serious expression on her

main building. The sisters even call themselves

Large paddles are then used to stir the curd

lined face. "The next vow is obedience to

the "Gouda Girls." Sister Claire says they rise

and separate the whey, the liquid left over from

God and the next is stability. Stability means

an hour later, at 4 a.m., because the full day's

the coagulation process. One-third of the

that you promise to become a part of the

work is strenuous.

whey is drained, and 160-degree water is

community and monastic lifestyle in a per-

Around 4:15 a.m., two sisters go to the

added to raise the milk temperature from 88

manent way, that you will seek God with the

cheese barn in the darkness and start the

to 100 degrees. At 11 a.m. the curd is moved

people that are here with you.

process by pasteurizing the milk for four

to the middle of the vat and is pressed by

"The most important part of life is
our relationship with Jesus Christ," she
continues. "Without him, life has no

Monastery Daily Schedule
3 a.m. - Rise

meaning. It is the whole purpose of any
Christian life. Monasteries are here to
remind people of their relationship with
God and Jesus."
The sisters live a contemplative

3:15 a.m. - Vigils (Night Oflicc), private prayer,
reading [hcdo Divina), breakfast

tic day at Our Lady of the Angels begins
at 3 a.m., when the sisters wake and take
part in Vigils, the night prayer. Here
they follow the ancient practice of rising
at night to watch for the Lord's coming.

have six prayer sessions, both individual and communal. The day is spent in
quiet meditation, religious discussions
and reading. Five to seven hours are
spent in manual labor. The three
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bowls are pressed on one side, left for a
short time, and flipped to be pressed
brine overnight and the next day a coating is painted on both sides, followed by
The sisters only produce cheese from
January through November because the

7:30 a.m. —lEucharist - Terce (Mid-morning
Prayer), work until 11 a.m.

cheese takes two months to age. Around

11:40 a.m. - Sext (Midday Prayer), dinner,
optional siesta, private prayer or reading

from around the world, the sisters are

1:30 p.m. - None (Afternoon Prayer), work until
4:

start of the day," Sister Claire says.
Throughout the day, the sisters

tions and placed into round bowls. The

red wax a week later.
7 a.m. - Chapter (conference by superior,
community meeting or class)

They sing psalms and hymns and read
scripture. "It's a beautiful time — the

cut, weighed to produce two-pound por-

again. All the cheese is placed in salty
6:30 a.m. — Lauds (Morning Praise)
half-hour silent adoratipn before the
Blessed Sacrament

lifestyle, their days filled with prayer,
quiet reflection and structure. A monas-

weights for an hour. The curd then is

Christmastime, so many orders come in
swamped with mail orders and shipping
detail. At the monastery door, the twopound cheese sells for 118.50 and the
four-pound cheese sells for $37.

5:15 p.m. - Vespers (Evening Prayer), half-hour
silent prayer before the Blessed Sacrament
supper, private prayer or reading
'

Through the mail, the two-pound
cheese sells for $23.25 and the fourpound cheese for $42.50.

7 p.m. - Compline (concluding prayer of the
day)

"There is a real satisfaction of
3.
| making milk into cheese," Sister Claire

7:30 p.m. - Bed

E says without a touch of pride in her

voice. "It is good, prayerful work and by

she was attracted to the Cistercian lifestyle,

nun because she wears her habit to remind

now is fairly automatic. We can think and

seeking God through simplicity, work, prayer

people of God and the monastery itself.

pray at the same time we're working. And

and reading.

They usually smile or ask her questions

making the cheese is an attraction to visi-

"The reason I hesitated upon the contem-

tors, but coming to the monastery you get a

plative life after high school was that I thought

spiritual message at the same time. There is

it was just beyond me," she says. "I thought I

Her brown eyes twinkle when she tells one

an actual amount of love in the ingredients

was unworthy. But there was a desire there.

story. "I was coming out of the grocery store

that go into the cheese."

I've been in the monastery for 47 years and

and two men said hello to me, and I smiled

Some people come to the monastery door,

I've never regretted the choice. It's been a

and said hello back. Then as I turned, one of

which is always open, to buy cheese, but most

beautiful life. A very demanding life, but any

the men called after me, 'Sister, you have a

visitors come for Sunday Mass or as part of a

life is — any choice is."

million-dollar smile!"'

retreat program held through their church or

about the monastery, which she is more than
happy to answer.

Sister Claire says it is difficult at first to

She chuckles to herself and says, 'Just smil-

become part of a monastic life because

ing is important because people sometimes

Separated from the monastery are two log

there is so much you have to give up. "There

forget to smile." And then her face deadpans,

cabins complete with running water, electrici-

is, to a certain extent, a culture shock. There

as if she were a comedian on stage, and she

ty and a working kitchen that are available for

is a readjustment period, but it is something

seriously says, "Not that we go around with a

religious retreats. The monastery welcomes

you're so desirous to do, and you're in a

grin on our faces all the time."

religious organization.

any religious organization interested in a quiet

It is clear that Sister Claire and the rest

time of soul-searching and reflection.

of the Our Lady of the Angels sisters are

"We've had several Mennonite groups

happy to serve God as Cistercian nuns.

and a local Zen Society come for retreats,"

Their monastery is peaceful, loving and

Sister Claire says. "Our only stipulation for

open to anyone curious about learning more

an organization is that they would want a

about his or her own individual relationship

serious retreat, a time of quiet with the

with God.

Lord. People have asked if they are avail-

The Declaration of the General Chapter

able for family reunions or sightseeing, but

of 1969 on the Cistercian states, "This search

no. We want to keep them available for peo-

for God is the soul of our monastic day. Our
JO
The sisters, nicknamed the "Gouda Girls," pro- Cistercian life is basically simple and austere.
duce Dutch Gouda cheese from January through
November. Their hard work financially sustains It is truly poor and penitential 'in the joy of
the monastery.
the Holy Spirit.' Through the warmth of their

ple who are seriously looking for a quiet
time to reflect."
Religion always has been an important
part of Sister Claire's life. Born and raised a

group of people that supports you. Families

welcome and hospitality, our communities

Catholic, she says she always has had a desire

are usually a little reluctant to let you go.

share the fruit of their contemplation and

for the religious life. She considered joining

But then they see how happy you are and

their work with others."

the order after high school but then decided to

they understand."

But perhaps Sister Claire says it best

attend college first at Seton Hill in

Although the sisters at Our Lady of the

when she quotes a Lord Tennyson poem

Greensburg, Pa., earning a double major in

Angels do not travel to see their families,

with the enthusiasm of a literature lover:

French and English. She then attended gradu-

family members are allowed to visit them at

"More is wrought by prayer than the world

ate school at Laval University in Quebec,

the monastery. The sisters have regular con-

dreams of."

Canada, to earn her master's degree.

tact with the outside world on trips into town

KatieLewis
is a senior Media Arts and Design major
from Northern Virginia concentrating in print
journalism. She is a staff writer for The
Breeze and co-editor of Madison 101. Upon
graduation, she will travel to Europe and
then return to Harrisonburg to work at the
Daily News-Record as a reporter.

It was during college that Sister Claire
came across an autobiography by Thomas

and during Sunday Masses, which are open
to the public.

Merton, a Trappist monk. Entitled "Seven

Sister Claire is the main food shopper for

Storey Mountain," Merton's book introduced

the monastery. On her weekly visits to the

Sister Claire to the Cistercian order. She says

supermarket, people in town recognize she is a

■
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When

'Uncle'

Bijan gets

Intim
story by Andrea Flanary
photos by Emily Thomas

Asingle overhead light covered with a
thin sheet of salmon-colored tissue
paper emits a warm glow. Curtains
of the same hue set off the small entranceway
from the rest of the room and cover the tall
windows opposite the door. The walls are covered with pictures of the people and places
that he loves. The books on the shelves aid
him in the job that he loves. This office encapsulates the life that he loves. Meet this professor, colleague, husband, father, friend and
"uncle" who loves to love.
"It gives me a tremendous amount of sat-
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isfaction and enjoyment that I am here

and there are no makeup privileges for

tion, communication in intimate relationships

because I can make a difference in somebody's

missed tests. Students are assigned a research

and family life. "When I came here (to JMU),

life," says Bijan Saadatmand, director of

paper on current issues of human behavior

I thought of this course and proposed it as a

International Student/Faculty Services and

and a 50-to-7 0-page analytical autobiogra-

400-level course for the psychology depart-

psychology professor at James Madison

phy. He respects students and expects the

ment, and I taught it at that level for about 15

University. Saadatmand, nicknamed "Uncle

same in return. He lectures for the entire

years," Saadatmand says. "Then I kept seeing

Bijan" by a student in 1974, has been touch-

length of the twice-weekly course and

people from the community wanting to take

ing the lives of people at JMU for 31 years.

expects undivided attention and class partic-

this course, so the level was changed. Since

Saadatmand's heart is the biggest part of

ipation. He allows students into his life and

then, I have always taught this course with

his small stature, unless you count his infec-

wants to be a part of theirs, which is an

around 90 people in it."

tious smile, which he uses often but never

ambitious feat considering he has taught

Saadatmand receives several letters a

frivolously. Generally he greets others with

18,467 students over the years (he keeps a

semester from alumni who tell him how

this smile and a fatherly hug. He addresses

tally of every student taught since he began

much his class meant to them. "These are the

many as "my dear" and genuinely wants to

in 1966). More than half of the students

most powerful rewards one can imagine to

know how students are doing. Saadatmand is

have been in his intimacy class.

receive. These letters are a testimony of the

Psychology of Human Intimacy is

reciprocal effects of teaching, meaning it will

Saadatmand's brain-child, and he began

further reinforce and motivate me as a

However, his cheery disposition doesn't

teaching a course similar to it at Brigham

teacher to love my students and love my pro-

mean he is not to be taken seriously. In his

Young University in Provo, Utah, where he

fession," he says. "In effect, this love will

Psychology of Human Intimacy class, PSYC

received his doctorate degree. It's a class about

enlighten others to be teachers. This love will

275, Saadatmand's rules are non-negotiable.

understanding relationships and thus improv-

live forever."

Perfect attendance is mandatory, latecomers

ing them. Whether they are among friends,

are not admitted and students are asked not

family or significant others, relationships are

International

to wear hats or chew gum during class.

an integral part of life. Some of his lectures

receives similar letters and responses from his

There are three exams, including the final,

include topics such as dating and mate selec-

international students. He recently received a

just like family, which is why his nickname is
so appropriate.

Saadatmand, also serving as the director of
Student/Faculty

Services,
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phone call from an international alumnus who

environment and never left."

assistants, Gina Kudrav, the administrative

still calls Saadatmand "uncle" and his wife

Saadatmand became involved with the

support specialist, has worked in the interna-

"auntie" because the student sought addition-

international program 30 years ago when it

tional office with Saadatmand for four years.

al guidance from them while he was in school.

still was relatively small. Now the program

"Each day you never know what you're going

"He called me and wanted to tell me that he is

boasts almost 600 students from more than

to come across — it's a very interesting job,"

extremely happy and he couldn't have done it

100 countries. "It's gotten to this level, not

Kudrav says. "I rely on him (Saadatmand) a

without my help," Saadatmand says. "I have

because of me, but because of the program

lot for the answers, and he always seems to

many wonderful international students who

we created," Saadatmand says. "The numbers

have one and that is very comforting."

graduate as the stars from our program; that is

have increased because of how we treat our

After the Sept. 11, 2001 terrorist attacks,

very rewarding. These are people who arrived

students. JMU has one of the best interna-

Saadatmand was concerned about the safety

in this country three or four years earlier who

tional programs for international students in

of his international students. "I sent them

did not know their right hand from their left

the country. We have all these people who

numerous amounts of e-mails trying to tell

hand, and now they're doing wonderful jobs. I

have parents who just love JMU and the way

them how to avoid anti-American discus-

hope this trend will go on."

JMU treats their children, their relatives, their

sions with anybody and avoid confrontation

Originally from Tehran, the capital of

friends. We have not done one advertising seg-

with any groups of people," he says. "As a

Iran, Saadatmand came to the United States

ment for our programs; we are growing at the

servant to my international students, I want-

in 1960 and easily relates to the international

rate of word of mouth."

ed them to always contact me at any time ...

students he advises. Hired atJMU in 1971, he

The international program staff consists of

if there is the slightest feeling of being

was planning to stay in the United States two

three (including Saadatmand) dedicated mem-

threatened. None of my international stu-

years before returning to Iran.

bers whose aim is to meet the needs of every

dents ever reported being singled out by a

"When I came here for the interview, I saw

international student, faculty and staff mem-

group or anybody."

the environment was very small, very nice and

ber. In addition to tending to students' daily

According to international student junior

I thought, 'Oh that's wonderful, for two years

needs, the staff aids students in receiving their

Satoko Odagawa, Saadatmand goes out of his

I'm going to enjoy myself and then go,"' he

visas and is in charge of the "Transition

way to take care of the international commu-

says. "But then I started creating roots in this

America" Orientation Program. One of his

nity. "He always points out international stu-

Saadatmand's office, filled with photographs, books and decorations, in Johnston Hall is an inviting, comfortable atmosphere for his students. JMU junior
Jose Gonzalez, an international student from Panama, chats with Saadatmand.
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dents in his classes, which makes us feel spe-

well in school, drink alcohol with caution and,

on how to deal with my problems. Uncle

cial," Odagawa says. "He has so much under-

most importantly, volunteer.

Bijan is probably one of the most outstand-

standing of how international students feel

Sigma Chi also is important to him

ing, caring and understanding individuals I

and what we go through because he was an

because, according to Saadatmand, it has

have ever met. His outlook on life and his

international student himself."

similarities to his religious belief, the

ideals are factors which everyone should

Saadatmand's heart belongs to the people

Zoroastrian religion, which involves the idea

strive for."

he encounters on a daily basis, and while he

of positive thinking and trying to make the

Saadatmand, at the young age of 62, is

tends to their needs and cares for them, he

best out of life. "The teachings of Sigma Chi

looking forward to retiring in the next three or

also immerses himself into their lives. Soon

have been very close to my spiritual upbring-

four years and spending more time with his

after pledging Sigma Chi at JMU a little over

ing and what my father taught me, and that's

wife, Mahnaz. Married for 36 years, their lives

10 years ago, Saadatmand's only son, Barry,

what I taught my son," he says. "He actually

are very much intertwined. "She is every part

asked his father if he would become the fra-

practiced it with Sigma Chi. I saw what hap-

of my life," Saadatmand says. "If she can par-

ternity's adviser. "I had no knowledge about

pened to my son — I saw the spirits of coop-

ticipate in anything that she can, she would be

what the organization was," Saadatmand

eration and helping people. All those things

participating in it with me. She has always

admits. "But I said yes because I wanted to

created a sense of leadership that is now

been my support because I always ask her to

make sure that he would be satisfied with his

being able to give to others."

help me with the foreign students. II I did not

request. I put a lot of energy and effort into it,

While Sigma Chi is still an important part

have her as my partner, I probably would not

and I learned a lot about it. I became very

of his life, time constraints forced him to give

have succeeded this much in this program.

much involved in the life of all the people who

up the adviser position this year. "I couldn't

She's always been very supportive."

were in his initiation class and others before

find the time and felt guilty not to be able to

When he retires, the couple plans to return

him and many people who came after him. So

be with them physically," he says. "They

to Iran to visit family that they haven't seen in

I became a family."

deserve more than that."

years. "The only place that I want to go is

The charm and kindness that emanates

Senior Nick Fullenkamp, a member of

home and visit my relatives and come back

from Saadatmand obviously touched the

Sigma Chi, was eager to speak about this man

and hopefully do what I'm doing on a volun-

hearts of Sigma Chi members because they

of many hearts. "First of all, all of us in

tary basis," he says grinning. "I love to teach

no longer wanted him just as their adviser —

Sigma Chi have the pleasure of calling Uncle

that course (PSYC 275). That's the most

they wanted him as a brother. The brothers

Bijan, 'Papa' Bijan," Fullenkamp says. "We

important course that I have created and I

completed extensive paperwork, went to the

do this because we feel that we have a differ-

teach, and I know students will take it with

fraternity's head office for approval and

ent kind of bond with him than other stu-

them years after they graduate."

finally were able to put it to a vote national-

dents on campus. Papa is important to our

The kindness Saadatmand brings into

ly. Then they allowed him to go through the

whole chapter because of his appreciation for

people's lives is like putting sugar into a cup

whole pledging process like any other new

everyone. He is always supportive of us and

of very strong tea; his "sweetness" spreads

Sigma Chi member would. "I found out that

whatever we do and he is always excited to see

quickly and it spreads throughout. He never

1 was the second one initiated as a Sigma

us. Even now that Papa is not our adviser, he

forgets a face, and the love he brings into

Chi when out of the college; the first was

is still visible, and we love seeing him and talk-

other people's lives is unforgettable. "I love

President Grover Cleveland," he says. "I

ing to him."

the psychology department, students and

think it opened up the door to have more

Freshman Nezih Karaman, an interna-

colleagues. All these wonderful experiences

faculty who have never had a chance to go

tional student from Turkey and a brother of

have made me stay here and I would do it all

for this wonderful fraternity.

the Sigma Chi fraternity, is fortunate to know

over again."

"This fraternity is a dedicated fraternity of

Saadatmand from many perspectives. "I can

serving people," Saadatmand says. "So for

say that Uncle Bijan is my second father

many years when I was interviewing during

besides my biological one," Karaman says.

the initiation I always had a few expectations."

"He has been there for me in hard times and

Saadatmand says he wants members to do

boosted my morale as well as given me advice

AndreaFlanary
is a senior Media Arts and Design major
from Richmond, Va., and is a feature writer
for JMU's yearbook, The Bluestone. After
graduation, she plans to return to Richmond
to live with friends and pursue a career in
print journalism.
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Imagine a place nestled between glorious mountaintops and breathtaking scenery. Not only
is this place a wonderland of natural beauty, but also a major metropolitan center for transportation, finance and industry. Living in this place is a pleasant combination of intense history, rich culture and hidden treasure.
The Roanoke Valley, planted in the heart of the Blue Ridge Mountains, is all of this and
much more and is also an excellent day trip that places a diversity of engaging and inviting
attractions at one's disposal.
According to the official city of Roanoke Web site, www.roanokegov.com, the first pioneers
explored the Roanoke Valley region as early as the 17th century. However, the region remained
virtually undisturbed by settlers for the next 70 years. As the lands east of the Blue Ridge
Mountains developed, pioneers started moving into the western part of Virginia and were joined
by settlers seeking new land from Pennsylvania. As tradesmen and farmers spread throughout the
region, new counties and communities were established. In the first decades of the 19th century,
towns formed in what is now known as the city of Roanoke. The completion of the Shenandoah
Valley Railroad from Hagerstown, Md., to its junction with the newly formed Norfolk & Western
Railroad in 1882, marked the start of Roanoke's rapid growth.
Today, Roanoke offers visitors a plush combination of shops, attractions and restaurants that
can lead to hours of adventurous exploration.
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After a short drive down Intgtfitate 81 south, merge onto Interstate 581 south (exit 143)
toward Roanoke. Working up a steep hunger along the way, start off the day with breakfast at
Tudor's Biscuit World of Virginia, located at 23 West Church Ave. There, customers can order
anything on a biscuit, from the more traditional bacon, egg and cheese to sausage, tomato and
onion — any combination is possible.
Biscuit specialist and owner Louis Tudor opened the store in 1985. However, the art of biscuit making had been in his family for many years prior. Originally from West Virginia, the
Tudors took frequent trips to Mount Airy, N.C., when he was younger to visit extended family.
According to Tudor, biscuits were common in North Carolina back then, but relatively unheard
of in other areas of the country. His father took the idea of biscuits back to West Virginia and
opened Biscuitville in 1980.
"My father's business took off because people were not familiar with biscuits," Tudor says.
"Now when people come into my store, I just say, 'Don't look at the menu, tell me what you want
on a biscuit.'"
Not only is Tudor skilled in the art of biscuit making, but he is also an expert on customer
satisfaction. Every day at 5 a.m., Tudor enters his store to make buttermilk biscuits for the day.
Every once in a while, he will come in even earlier. "If someone wants biscuits at 4 a.m., I come
in at 3 a.m. We never turn business down," he says.
After 17 years of serving the Roanoke area, Tudor knows the value of customer service.
"All of our customers are very well waited on. Although we only have one register, we are efficient at checking people out and answering our three phone lines for orders. That's part of the
Bubbles flow over the lip of the fountain
in Market Square, the commercial and
cultural center of Roanoke. Here, visitors can dine in style, s||Dp for exotic
merchandise or browse the produce in
the outdoor market.

excitement here — we do it all," he says. Tudor's is open from 5 a.m. to 2 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
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Aftfef leSving Tudors with a full stomach, take a left onto Chunm Street tand another left onto
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Market Street, which leads into the heart of

not intimidated," Hughes says. "It's also very

downtown Roanoke, Market Square. One of

important to me that they like the music as

the first places visitors' eyes will fall upon is a

well as the clothing — adult alternative."

small, quaint boutique located at 102 East

Big, comfortable couches and low-intensity

Church St. - La De Da , Home Furnishings,

pipe lighting makes the store seem all the

Accessories and Fantastical Foods.

more friendly. Prices at La De Da range from

Upon entering La De Da, shoppers imme-

moderate to expensive. "The average dress

diately are overtaken by racks of layered cloth-

costs about |78 and is wash and dryable,"

ing items, shoes, hats, scarves and home fur-

Hughes says. "They last for years."

nishings. The walls are lined with fabrics
including linen, cotton, tinsel and hemp, all-

a

La De Da is open Monday through Friday
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., Saturday from 9 a.m.

to 6 p.m. and Synday from 1 to 5 p.m.
natural fabrics, as well a^rustic furniture imsj r- f f ^ y
r^x
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ported from India and China. The'^laxed

A quick^strolTto the end of MarkeTStreet

boutique clothing, also described as a

and a right onto Campbell Avenue will lead

Bohemian look by shop owner Carole

visitors to a more hands-on adventure at

encourages visitors to be creative and have

Hughes, is complemented by a relaxed shop-

Market Square — Glazed Bisque-It, a paint-

fun. "It's such a natural, fun atmosphere,"

ping atmosphere that is just as important as

it-yourself pottery studio. Upon entering the

Maddox says. "It is completely do-it-yourself,

the quality and look of the clothing.

studio, bright colors and a friendly atmos-

but we help you figure out how to get the

phere draw customers in as they are surround-

results you want."

"I try to make customers feel very relaxed,

ed by a vast selection of bisque (ready-to-

Bisque pieces range in price from $4 to

paint) pottery in a variety of forms. From

|46. There is also a $6-per-hour fee that

bowls to coffee mugs, picture frames, piggy

includes five colors of paint. Each additional

banks, tiles, pet dishes, pitchers and much

color is $1. It takes one week to get finished

more, visitors can paint just about anything

pieces back, which enables the studio to fire

their hearts desire. And don't worry if you

and glaze the artwork. The studio also offers

aren't Picasso. Employee Pam Maddox says,

to ship pieces to out-of-town visitors. Glazed

"You get a lesson on painting when you sit

Bisque-It is open Tuesday, Wednesday and

down, and we help you the whole time."

Friday from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m., Thursday from

In addition to the painting help, the studio

11 a.m. to 9 p.m., Saturday from 10 a.m. to 6

•CA"
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Left: A young artist adds finishing touches on the paper next to the pottery her mother laid out for
her to paint at Glazed Bisque-It. Above: An eclectic assortment of exotic wares fills every corner of
| La De Da, a specialty store in Market Square.
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Market Square's open-air market provides a cornucopia of colorful produce and flowers during
warmer seasons as crops are harvested.

3
IV

exhibits, the zoo also focuses on education and
conservation. Education Coordinator David
Jobe says, "There are plenty of educational

%

cheese, BLT and a variety of other sandwich-

opportunities. During the summer we have

es are also available. Lunch prices at Wertz's

keeper chats where the animal keepers talk

restaurant range from 5f3.95 to $8.95 and the

about a selected animal. We also have regular-

restaurant is open for lunch from 11 a.m. to

ly scheduled education programs in the

2:30 p.m. Monday through Friday and 11

amphitheater."

The small size of the zoo — three and a
.
XX
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Although one could spend a day experi- half acres — allows visitors an atmosphere

a.m. to 3 p.m. on Saturday.
'/

encing all that Market Square has to offer,

that is not too overwhelming and easily can be

there are other attractions in Roanoke worth

completed in a few hours. In addition,

checking out, which may be a little lighter on

Roanoke resident Kathy Storey describes the

the wallet as well. One such place is Mill

zoo as "very nicely kept" and a place where

p.m. and Sunday from 1 to 5 p.m.

Mountain Zoo. The zoo is open all year, seven

she has been coming for years and will contin-

t * »* <r
* t f'' M-t*- i? ^—X f
In addition to the shops and boutiques, in

days a week from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and is

ue to frequent in the future.

sure to fascinate children and adults alike.

Although Mill Mountain Zoo is now

the spring Market Square is booming with

From Market Square, head east on Campbell

accredited by the American Zoo and

fresh produce and bundles of flowers for hours

Avenue and take a left onto Jefferson Street

Aquarium Association and offers a wide array

of wandering and shopping. Wertz's Country

heading south. From there, take a left onto

of plant and animal life, it has not always been

Store, located at 215 Market St., sells fresh

Walnut Street and follow the signs up Mill

so. The idea for Mill Mountain Children's

produce outside as well as wines, deli meat,

Mountain to the zoo.

Zoo was conceived in 1951. It was designed

Upon arrival, a small trail off to the left of

with a nursery rhyme theme and opened its

Upon entering Wertz's, customers instant-

the parking lot leads to the entrance of the

doors July 4, 1952. Originally operated by

ly are transported back 100 years to an old

zoo, which is situated on a peaceful mountain-

country store setting, complete with wooden

top surrounded by winding roads and thick

floors and rows of bottled jams, sauces and

brush. At the gate, a fee of $6.30 for adults,

dressings piled to the ceiling. The scents of

$4.20 for children under 12 and $5.67 for sen-

fresh, cured ham and sweet fudge draw curi-

iors is required for admittance.

jams, jellies and cheeses inside.

ous visitors further inside the store. Wertz's is

After obtaining a zoo map and reading the

also a good stopping point to grab a quick

list of exhibits, the theme of Mill Mountain

sandwich for lunch.

Zoo becomes apparent — "Animals of the

Adjacent and in stark contrast to the coun-

Orient." With mostly mountainous Asian ani-

try store side of Wertz's is a small, polished

mals and a few North American animals, the

restaurant housing tables covered in crisp,

zoo is home to 46 species, five of which are

white linen and a menu bearing a variety of

endangered, for a total of 171 animals. Some

soups, salads and sandwiches.

of the featured exhibits include the snow leop-

Visitors can choose from 13 specialty sand-

ards, red pandas, snow monkeys, clouded

wiches including the portabella mushroom,

leopards, bald eagles and the ever-popular

Greek wrap, classic reuben or the Gaucho —

prairie dog exhibit. Because most of the ani-

a top loin of lamb sliced thin and served with

mals are from Asia, most can withstand weath-

rosemary and garlic mayonnaise on a kaiser

er conditions and stay outside all year.

roll. For the more classic at heart, grilled

In addition to its wide array of animal

s

1
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Ruby, an endangered Amur tiger, makes her
rounds in Mill Mountain Zoo, an accredited zoo
perched on the side of Mill Mountain.The zoo's
theme is "Animals of the Orient."
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Recreation

Saturday. Reservations are recommended at

Department, it was open only in the summer

all times. Dinner entree prices range from

season, Memorial Day to Labor Day. Over the

$18 to $36 and include salad, choice of side

years, the zoo became rundown and in 1976,

item and bread.

Roanoke

City

Parks

and

the Roanoke City Council decided to close it.

After dining in elegance, there is still one

The zoo reopened in 1977 under new man-

attraction in Roanoke that cannot be forgotten
— a visit to the famous illuminated Roanoke

agement, and in 1983 the name changed to
Mill Mountain Zoological Park to reflect the

i

o

brilliantly from 6 p.m. to midnight, leaving vis-

change from a nursery rhyme focus to that of
North and South American animals. Since
then, new animals, buildings, exhibits and a
new theme have been added to the zoo to
make it a spectacular place for people of any

Star, the emblem of the city. The Star shines

A local police officer enjoys his duty, blowing
bubbles during the annual St. Patrick's Day festival downtown.
housed in the waiting area is a shoeshine.

itors plenty of opportunity for viewing. To get
there, head up Mill Mountain past the zoo
and follow the signs to the Roanoke Star.
Because Roanoke is known as the "Star

"The shoeshine is something we thought

City of the South," it was only natural when

Currently, Mill Mountain Zoo is in the

was an added treat," Chewning says. "Since

the Roanoke Merchants Association con-

beginning phases of a major renovation that

we are located in the business district of

structed a giant, glowing star on top of Mill

will bring three acres of exhibit area to seven

Roanoke, business people can come in, get

Mountain in 1949. The Roanoke Merchants

or eight and will add more animals to the

their shoes shined, grab a bite to eat and go

Association owned the star until 1982 when

already existing Asian theme, such as the

back to the office with shiny shoes and a

the city of Roanoke gained ownership.

Himalayan Black Bear.

full belly."

age to visit.

The Star, standing 1,045 feet above the

Once seated, guests can choose from an
f 3
C Li
o rr- .
After a long day of visiting some of array of steaks, chicken and seafood.

city, originally illuminated only in white.

Roanoke's major attractions, there are a vari-

However, the restaurant specializes in its

blue and red and turns red whenever a traffic

ety of restaurants to satisfy hunger for both

steaks, which are 100 percent certified Angus

fatality occurs in the Roanoke Valley. It uses

food and local flavor. One of the newest is The

beef steaks — the only restaurant in Roanoke

2,000 feet of neon tubes and 17,500 watts of

Great 611 Steak Company located at 313

that can make that guarantee. The house sig-

power to illuminate, bringing the annual elec-

Market St.

nature steak is the Powderkeg — a center cut

tric bill to about $1,050,

Today, however, the star is capable of glowing

Built in the early 1900s, the building that

filet mignon coated in a seven pepper season-

"I think the Star is one of the best attrib-

now houses the restaurant was boarded up for

ing. The Chicken 611 is another guest favorite.

utes of the city," former Roanoke resident

a long period of time and was one of the last

In addition to a superb menu, special

Ashleigh Blaylock says. "It is a different and

remaining eyesores on Market Square. After

attention is given to the service and atmos-

interesting vantage point and makes Roanoke

purchasing the building, The Great 611 Steak

phere of the restaurant. "In order to have a

look more beautiful than any site you would

Company opened its doors on June 28, 2001.

positive dining experience, everything has to

see merely driving through it."

The name was derived from the 611, a J-Class

come together," Chewning says. "An elegant

A trip to the Star not only offers visitors a

series steam engine built in Roanoke. Owner

ambiance, outstanding service and terrific

chance to view the entire length of the Valley

Chuck Chewning says, "Since Roanoke is a

food — all three aspects must come together

in a breathtaking scene of tiny, glowing lights,

railroad town, the name just seemed to fit."

simultaneously."

but also time to reflect on the day spent experiencing just a few things Roanoke has to offer

The Great 611 Steak Company offers

The Great 611 Steak Company is the

guests a sophisticated dining experience

perfect setting for a business dinner with

its guests.

accompanied by the charm and ambiance of

associates, a romantic dinner for two or an

an Old World Roanoke atmosphere. After

outing with family members. The restaurant

entering the restaurant, guests are welcomed

is open for lunch from 11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.

to sit and enjoy a drink in the waiting area in

Monday through Friday and is open for din-

front of a well-decorated fireplace. Also

ner from 5 to 9 p.m. Tuesday through

DaniellePotuto
is a senior Media Arts and Design major
from Salem, Va., and was the 2001-'02
focus editor for JMU's newspaper, The
Breeze. After graduation she plans to pursue
a career in either the magazine or corporate
communications field.
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where the first wine in America was made at
Jamestown in 1609. Prince Michel alone has
107 acres of vines and produces more than

The Madison Series is one of many award-winning wines available at
Prince Michel Vineyard.

21,000 cases of wine a year, which comes out
to a mind-boggling 258,000 bottles of wine.

V

The wine is sold along the East Coast with
most of its sales made in Northern Virginia.
The vineyard's best-selling wine is the Prince
Michel Premium Chardonnay, which usually
sells at SI 3 a bottle. "The Premium
Chardonnay is our best-selling wine, but the
one we are known for and the one that brings

■>*

people back is the Barrel Select Chardonnay,"
says Sue Mayes, assistant wine shop manager.
Roalf says, "The Barrel Select is the only
wine at Prince Michel whose grapes are
m

picked by hand. This hand-picking gives the
wine a more pure taste and creates a more traditional wine."

prince michel winemaking. Leducq lives in France yearFrance, Italy, California. These are the round but makes stops to the vineyard on spelocales people think about when dis-

cial occasions.

Not only a vineyard, Prince Michel also
contains a winemaking museum and self-guided tour, a four-star restaurant and suites for

cussing where the best wine is made.

"Every area in the world has a different

But who would have thought that Virginia

style of creating wine," says Colletta Roalf, a

The restaurant at Prince Michel is a recent

might one day be recognized as a hotbed for

wine-tasting assistant. "We create the Prince

addition and, under the command of French

those in search of the best botde of the nectar

Michel label in the French style, from vines to

Master Chef Alain Lecomte, takes the ele-

of the gods? With the help of the Prince

bottle. We are as French in our winemaking as

gance of Prince Michel to a higher level. "The

Michel Vineyard, this dream is closer to reali-

the Barboursville Vineyards are Italian," she

staff at the restaurant is amazing," Roalf says.

ty than one might think.

says, referring to a neighboring vineyard.

"When you get up to go to the rest room, your

Established in 1983, Prince Michel

The name Prince Michel is one of histori-

Vineyard, located in Leon, Va., one hour

cal significance. Michel, grandson of Michel

northeast of Harrisonburg, has gained a repu-

II, leader of the Byzantine Empire, promoted

tation as one of the best vineyards in the coun-

the cultivation of vines all over the lands of

try. In fact, Washingtonian magazine's 2001

the empire, which consisted of present-day

reader's poll named it the best winery in the

Turkey, the countries of the Balkan Peninsula,

Washington, D.C., area. Accolades such as

Syria, Jordan, Israel, Lebanon, Egypt, Cyprus

this are nothing new to Prince Michel, as it has

and Libya, until his death in 867 A.D.

won more than 700 awards for its wines,

Prince Michel is one of 62 wineries in

including Prince Michel de Virginia, Rapidan

Virginia, which is the 11 th largest wine-pro-

River Vineyards and Madison Series.

ducing state in the United States. According to

Founder and native Frenchman Jean

the vineyard's brochure, more than 3,300 tons

Leducq, a member of the prestigious St.

of grapes are used in making wine in Virginia,

Emilion wine society Jurade, makes sure
Prince Michel stays close to its French roots in
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Towering steel cylinders at Prince Michel
Vineyard hold up to 10 tons of liquid.

those on romantic rendezvous.

napkin is folded when you get back. They do
all sorts of litde things like that."
The restaurant, open Tuesday through

* -

Saturday for lunch and dinner and Sunday for

share our experience with you." Simply put,

lunch, emphasizes the vineyard's wines.

the winemakers want to give a little taste of

Reservations are suggested for weekends but

an ancient drink that has been a part of soci-

not required.

ety for millennia.

The wine museum and tour is a must for
t3

m

first-time visitors to the vineyard. It begins
by explaining the origins of wine and

barboursville

Prince Michel himself. Then examples of

The front gates of Barboursville

old wine devices are displayed, some for

Vineyards seem to transport its

bottling and opening.

visitors from the rural mountains

After exiting the museum, the tour of the

of Virginia to the wide-open grape fields of

process of creating wine begins. The first

Northern Italy. With cultivated fields as far as

room contains multiple giant steel cylinders,

the eye can see, guests can take in the wine-

each with the capacity to hold six to 10 tons

making experience from the ground up. A

of liquid. The smell of this large room is

small paved road leads from the gates to the

noticeable first, like the aroma of a million

vineyard's tasting room and restaurant,

bottles of newly opened wine. Through light-

which also appear to have been transported

ed displays and diagrams, visitors are taken

from the Italian countryside. Established as

in the step-by-step story of wine creation,

the first Virginia vineyard to make exclusive-

from vine to glass.

ly

European-style

wine,

Barboursville

The tour leads out of the bottling room

Vineyards skillfully has captured the feel of a

directly into the wine-tasting room and shop.

southern European winery and its finely

Here guests can taste six Prince Michel wines

crafted foreign wines.

*

m

Barboursville Vineyards' Palladio Restaurant
provides visitors with authentic Italian cuisine
complemented by the vineyard's Italian-style

structure still stand today and remain a popular sight for tourists.
The land changed owners through the
years until 1976 when the Zonins, an experi-

for $2 and even purchase the wine at the same

Located in Barboursville, Va., the vineyard

enced winemaking family from Northern Italy,

time. The botdes are priced between $9.95

sits on 900 acres of land that once belonged to

decided to purchase the land. The Zonins

and $23. Aside from wine purchases, almost

Virginia Gov. James Barbour. Barbour, gover-

have been in the Italian winemaking business

anything used for fine dining or drinking can

nor from 1812 to 1814, contracted Thomas

for nearly two centuries. Their first official

be found in the shop, from china to Prince

Jefferson to design the mansion where

vineyard was founded in 1821 in the town of

Michel specialty salsa.

Barbour and his family were to live.

Veneto, Italy.

According to the vineyard's brochure,

"It had a lot to do with their common

The land that the vineyard sits on is partic-

"Winemaking is both a science and an art.

interest in wine," says Arianne Abbs, tasting

ularly conducive to winemaking. According to

We are proud of our work and happy to

room manager and tour guide at the vineyard,

the vineyard's brochure, "Few regions

of the partnership between Barbour and

throughout the world of wine offer soil char-

Jefferson. They both saw the opportunity for

acteristics, climate and growing conditions as

the land to thrive agriculturally.

auspicious for wine growing as those of

Unfortunately, as the Barbours were

4

Piedmont Virginia."

hosting a party on Christmas in 1844, a fire

Abbs says, "The [Zonins] sold their first

started on the third floor and eventually

commercial wine made from the vineyard

spread throughout the entire house. "The

in 1979. It's been growing and growing

Barbours continued the party outside in the

ever since."

field as the house burned down," Abbs says.

All of the grapes used in the winemaking

The family, however, never could afford to

process at Barboursville Vineyards are grown

rebuild the structure and sold the land a few

on the property. Trained grape-pickers from

years later. The ruins of the impressive

Italy come to the vineyard every harvest sea-
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work harder than I've ever seen anybody

Chateau Morrisette, in Meadows of Dan,Va.,
prides itself on the widely recognized 'dog' line
of wines.

[work] in my whole life," Abbs says.

menu is used to showcase the Barboursville

son to pick the grapes by hand. "These people

The vineyard's highly skilled winemakers
also are from Italy. Vineyard employee
Michela, a native Italian, says, "The Italian

wines, according to Palladio's manager
Alessandro Medici.
Medici, who worked for the Zonin family's

winemakers study to be winemakers, and they

restaurants

each have 15 to 20 harvests on their back."

Barboursville specifically to work at Palladio.

in

Italy, was brought to

The vineyard sells its European-style wine

"Moving here was not too hard for me," he

mainly to distributors, but it also is available

says through his thick Italian accent. "As you

for purchase inside the tasting room.

can see with some of the other employees

According to Michela, the most popular wines

here, the Zonins like to keep Barboursville as

are the Cabernet Sauvignon and the Merlot.

Italian as possible."

I fV

"[These are] the wines that you can drink with

The menu, which changes monthly, is

everything, every day," she says. Barboursville

influenced by French and Austrian as well as

also is recognized for its Chardonnay and

Northern Italian cooking. Guests from Italy

morrisette
It is difficult to distinguish the pleasant

Pinot Grigio.

say they feel at home when they are in

aroma that first greets visitors as they

Palladio, Medici says.

enter the main building of one of

Connected to the vineyard's tasting room is

chateaii

Palladio Restaurant, Barboursville Vineyards'

Twenty different wines are offered with

Virginia's finest vineyards. The eye-opening

fine-dining experience. Opened in 1999 and

meals, but 90 percent of the diners go with

smell of hundreds of natural oak barrels

named after 16th century Italian architect

what Medici recommends.

mixed with the fine lingering remnants of per-

Andrea Palladio, whose work inspired

Palladio Restaurant is open for lunch

fectly aged wine is enough to enchant anyone

Thomas Jefferson's architectural style, this

Wednesday through Sunday and dinner on

from the wine connoisseur to the average

beautiful setting is the perfect place to finish

Friday and Saturday nights. Reservations usu-

tourist. Once inside the rustic production cen-

off a day at the winery.

ally must be made a week in advance for din-

ter, visitors cannot help but notice the timeless

Specializing in Northern Italian cuisine,

ner, but seating for lunch generally is available

wooden-beam structure that seems to fit per-

known for using more cream, butter and

without calling ahead,

fectly into its surroundings.

heavier sauce than other Italian cooking, the

Barboursville

aI
k'

Vineyards

and

the

Chateau Morrisette is beautifully nestled in

Palladio Restaurant offer its visitors the

the Blue Ridge Mountains in Meadows of

chance to escape for a day and imagine

Dan, Va. Home to the nationally recognized

themselves in the authentic Italian country-

"dog" line of wines, this 45-acre vineyard is a

side. With breathtaking views, gourmet

popular retreat for travelers.

meals and European-style wine, the experi-

Chateau Morrisette is "the hobby that got

ence is nothing but enjoyable. According to

out of hand," says Seth Tutde, marketing

Pierre-Antoine Rovani, the wine advocate

manager for Chateau Morrisette. "It was just

for The New Tork Times, "Barboursville

a few people having a good time making their

Vineyards, of all the Virginia producers,

own wine."

may have the most promise of excellence."

The vineyard unofficially started in 1978

After a day at Barboursville, many will find

as a pastime for husband and wife William

it hard to disagree.

and Nancy Morrisette and their son David.
The vineyard's brochure describes it as "a love

With a black lab as its mascot, Chateau
| Morrisette has won several major awards
| including a gold medal in the Taster's Guild
International Wine Competition.
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affair between the Morrisette family and the
rural Virginia countryside." David Morrisette
had firsthand knowledge of winemaking, hav-

±

a tray below the machine. This cycle can take
up to three hours.

Visitors to the vineyard are able to witness

Across from the large 22-ton press is a

the winemakers in action through a tour of

smaller press that is reserved for a smaller crop

the production building. The tour and tasting

and primarily is used for making red wines.

cost $2 and run daily.

This machine uses rolling pins to split the

Today, Chateau Morrisette has made a

grapes, causing the juice to flow out. The skins

name for itself both nationally and interna-

are kept on the grapes in making the red

tionally, earning such awards as a gold medal

wines, also known as "reds," in order to pre-

in the Taster's Guild International Wine

serve the tannin and color of the wine.

Competition and a silver medal in the

The next step of the process takes place

1

them to be shipped off to the public.

Governor's Cup.

inside the vineyard building. The reds usual-

Aside from the vineyard's winemaking

ly are pumped straight into the building

fame, Chateau Morrisette also is known for its

ing graduated from Mississippi State's first

where they are stored in American and

restaurant. The fine-dining establishment

class in oenology, the study of wine and wine-

French oak barrels. "The barrels give unique

offers a different dinner menu every night,

making, and viticulture, the science and prac-

and distinctive flavors when we start aging,"

showcasing its wide variety of gourmet food.

tice of growing grapes.

Tuttle says. Each barrel is charred on the

Alicia Cooke, a four-year employee of the

"They started with a dream and a vision

inside allowing the wine to develop its own

restaurant, speaks fondly of its exotic feel.

of taking Virginia wine to a totally different

distinct flavor. Currently the vineyard houses

"People really enjoy the food here," she says.

level," Tuttle says. Originally called the

30,000 gallons of oak barrels, each barrel

"It's not your normal Appalachian meal."

Woolwine Winery after a neighboring area,

containing 60 gallons of wine.

The menu changes daily and has offered such

Chateau Morrisette opened commercially in

The white wines, also known as "whites,"

1982, producing only 2,000 gallons of wine

are treated a little differently once inside the

that year — a number that has risen sub-

building. They are stored in stainless steel

The renovated farmhouse that houses the

stantially today to an annual average of

holding tanks. According to Tuttle, the stain-

restaurant provides a rustic feel for its diners,

150,000 gallons.

less steel is beneficial because it "softens up the

complete with old wine barrels, hardwood

tannins and gives more of a fruit flavor."

floors and fireplaces.

One signature aspect of the vineyard is

unique dishes as Russian baked cod to marinated grilled quail.

shown on the logo and many of its wine labels.

After storing the wine, the second phase

Whether in the mood for an informational

The "dog" theme holds a sentimental meaning

of winemaking begins. Yeast is added to the

tour of the winemaking process or a relaxing

to the vineyard owners. The dog seen on many

wine during its fermentation phase in order

dinner, Chateau Morrisette has established an

of the wine botdes is a representation of David

to produce the alcohol. During this period,

environment that is appealing to a variety of

Morrisette's late black Labrador, Hans, that

the wine undergoes weekly tasting from the

tastes. Chateau Morrisette's mission statement

used to follow him around during the vine-

vineyard's experienced winemakers to moni-

says that the vineyard staff has found wine and

yard's early days and lap up the spilled wine.

tor its development.

food to be a great joy in life and wishes to

With the recent completion of a new pro-

The bottling process soon follows the fer-

duction facility, the popular vineyard has

mentation phase. The wine is brought to the

continued to bring Virginia quality wine

bottling line in what becomes the lengthiest

through a very intricate and dedicated wine-

part of the whole procedure. The bottles are

making process.

first thoroughly washed, then filled with the

Imported grapes from grape-growers
around the state are first brought to the out-

"share that wonderful insight with others." ■
JordanHolt
is a junior Media Arts and Design major from
Fairfax, Va., with a concentration in print journalism. After graduation, he hopes to teach
high school and become a university professor.

wine and finally shot with nitrogen in order to
kill any bacteria.

side "crushing pad" and loaded into giant steel

From there, the bottles are corked, capped,

presses. Once inside, the machine de-stems

labeled and packaged. They are stored in the

and presses the grapes until the juice falls into

65-degree production room until it is time for

ChadMazero
is a senior English and Media Arts and
Design major from King of Prussia, Pa. After
graduation he plans on moving to Boston
and hopes to incorporate his writing into a
job in a media-related field.
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story by Katy Kain

UFor $400, I bought myself a hang

"It probably took me two years of fum-

school, BlueSky, running the business in the

glider that had a little pamphlet with

bling around with it to learn what I can teach

summertime and on the weekends whenever

it that said 'How to Fly,'" says Steve

people now in one or two lessons," he says. "I

possible. However, he eventually decided that

Wendt, who was just 16 years old when he

learned haphazardly by myself, and luckily

he needed a break from teaching and wanted

began his hang gliding career. Twenty-seven

lived through it."

to try running his business full time.

high-flying years later, Wendt owns and runs

Wendt would go to places where he knew

Wendt acknowledges it was a risky move to

BlueSky, a hang gliding school operating at

other people who flew and learned by simply

go out on a limb with his business. He has

Manquin Flight Park near Richmond and

watching and then practicing what he

been making headway with BlueSky for the

also in the Shenandoah Valley near

observed himself. After graduating college,

past three years and he probably won't go

Harrisonburg.

Wendt began to teach high school math but

back to teaching until he is satisfied with his

As a teenager growing up in Pennsylvania,

still flew in his spare time. As he debated

business' progress. Wendt says he is a happier

the adventurous Wendt raced motorcycles.

whether or not he wanted to keep teaching

person now, especially with the knowledge

That was until he got into an accident and

school, Wendt was offered a job in Nags Head,

that he can always return to teaching if he

ended up in the hospital,

N.C., at a large hang gliding school called

chooses to do so.

"It was then [that my parents] closed me

Kitty Hawk Kites. Wendt left his job and

"I have accumulated 17 years of being in

off from my rebellious little motorcycle racing

headed to the sand dunes of the Outer Banks.

the classroom," he says. "I enjoyed it and I

stage, and I didn't like that very much," he

His skill and passion helped him move quickly

miss things about it."

says with a sly smile. "After they sold my

through the ranks. Wendt also began teaching

Wendt also coached wrestling throughout

motorcycle, without them knowing it, I got

math again in the area after deciding he

his 17 years of teaching. His wrestlers would

hold of the money. I always wanted to fly, and

missed his old profession.

even come out and hang glide, running up

I saw this ad in a magazine where you could

Always on the move, Wendt decided after

and down hills with him.

nine years with the company that he also

Although unsure of his career path

Wendt's father also had harbored a love

missed the mountains and relocated to

throughout his teenage years, Wendt attributes

for flying and told his son not to worry about

Harrisonburg. He took another teaching job

his decision to become a teacher to two inci-

his mother's disapproval, that he would con-

at Spotswood High School.

dents that occurred while in high school.

buy a hang glider through the mail."

vince her to approve of his newfound hobby.
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He soon established his own hang gliding

"One day, one teacher said to me, 'Wendt,

K

Down-to-earth Steve Wendt flies
high with BlueSky hang gliding
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Steve Wendt's expert instruction has helped
many would-be gliders learn to control their
wings. His gift for teaching combined with a passion for hang gliding make him the perfect
instructor.
Interested in his unique hobby, people
always ask him if hang gliding is dangerous.
"Yes, it is," he matter-of-factly says. "But I don't
mean that by a death wish kind of thing."
Wendt says people probably classify him as
a thrill-seeking guy. "But I'm not like that at
all," he claims. "If I thought I was going to kill
myself, I wouldn't do it. But it's aviation and
it's dangerous. You're in the air; it's not that
forgiving but it's as safe as can be. I've got
5,000 flights, and I'm still here."
Believe it or not, this adventure-seeker
with a mouth like that, you're either going to

"I'm in total charge of what I am doing

has a fear of heights himself. "I've been

be a preacher or a teacher!"' he exclaims.

although I get resistance from Mother Nature

7,000 feet in the air," he says. "I can't stand

Wendt knew being a preacher was out, but

constantly, and I have to keep winning the

on the edge of the roof looking 10 or 12 feet

thought maybe being a teacher wasn't such a

battle," he says with a gleam in his eye. "If I

down. I hate that. But I can go up on a 3,000

bad idea.

don't win, I'm not happy, and that's a lot like

foot cliff strapped to a hang glider and feel

coaching wrestling or running a classroom

totally confident that I can run off there and

with the kids. I'm trying to be in charge."

I will be safe."

His other inspiration involved one of his
math teachers. "[He was] somebody that I
always looked up to. I liked his personality, 1

He says he believes that to be good at hang

In his 18-year span of teaching the sport,

liked everything he did, and it made me want

gliding, it takes a lot of skill and a lot of hard

Wendt has had only one accident, when a stu-

to be like him."

work but that anybody can try it. A lot of peo-

dent broke an arm. "In terms of other forms

Wendt believes teaching hang gliding,

ple are happy with just one lesson, Wendt says,

of aviation, it's just as safe as any of them,"

teaching math in the classroom and coaching

just to say that they did it. The rest are ready

he adds.

wrestling all tie in together.

to soar over mountaintops.

Wendt says that despite what people may

"It's the same thing, you're just doing it in

People always ask him what hang gliding is

think, the hang glider has an amazing amount

a different environment," he says simply.

like, and he does his best to describe it.

of control, such as being able to land within

"How you deal with people is the same way.

"There's not one thing that I could say to you

20 to 30 feet of a target spot on the ground.

You have got to know when to get on them a

... oh, it's just like doing this," he says, looking

Wendt has had hang gliding students stay up

little bit to keep them safe and to get their

deep in thought. "I mean, it's kind of like fly-

for four hours, releasing at 1,000 feet, soaring

attention and when to give them the sympathy

ing in your dreams. You can't see anything

to 8,000 feet and flying for 50 miles, drifting

that they need to help them along.

while you are doing it. When you are flying

with the wind.

"A lot of the guys just call me 'Coach,'"

you can't see the wing unless you look up at it.

"I like things that deal with the wind. It's

Wendt says with a smile. "That's stemmed

There's no floor under you or window for you

another element that you have to deal with,"

from high school and teaching. They tend to

to look out of. You're kind of suspended in the

says Wendt, who also likes to sail, windsurf

look at me as that kind of person, I think, all

middle of nowhere. Looking down at the

and race motorcycles. He believes hang glid-

of the time. I kind of like to be in charge of

ground, it's pretty euphoric; you really don't

ing is like the third dimension because "you

what's going on."

know what to think about it. You really have

Students learn to maneuver the hang glider during their first few lessons at BlueSky.The hills of
the Shenandoah Valley provide an apt environment for glider training.

He feels his take-charge personality is one
of the reasons he enjoys hang gliding so much.
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nothing to compare it to, but I guess it's a little bit of a roller coaster ride sometimes."

years old, with one 14-year-old reaching

glider toward you, it moves the weight for-

Jokingly, Wendt says he must have been the

1,000 feet and even flying solo. However, he

ward, pushing the nose down and accelerating

only student who enjoyed a class called

admits that occurrence is quite rare. He says

your speed. By pushing the bar back away

"Weather and Climate" in college. All the

it usually takes people about eight to 12 les-

from you, the weight is moved to the back tail,

other students wanted an easy grade, but he

sons before they can reach high altitudes by

bringing the nose up and slowing down the

wanted to know everything he could to be a

themselves.

hang glider.

have a lot more elements to deal with."

good hang glider pilot. It was one of his first

In the summer, BlueSky gives lessons to

BlueSky's prices are far lower than the

attempts at formal training and learning

children through a local camp, Camp

industry's average. Beginner lessons include

about meteorology.

Horizons. The kids go through two-week ses-

six to 10 flights in a three-to-four hour lesson

Although he hasn't competed for quite

sions of adventure sports such as white water

running at |85. They include all the flight

some time, Wendt has won his share of hang

rafting or rappelling. For three days, every

equipment and basic ground school.

gliding competitions. He won five trophies for

two weeks, Wendt coaches five to 10 children

sand dune competitions at Kitty Hawk Kites,

each day.

Wendt assures, "On the first day, you'll be
able to run with the glider, feel it lift up, feel it

four for first place and one for second. He was

Open year-round, seven days a week,

pick you off the ground, and at least float

also the first to win the competition four times.

BlueSky is the only full-time hang gliding

maybe 100 or 200 feet in length, five to 10 feet

The "Kitty Hawk Spectacular" is an annu-

school in Virginia. Wendt also uses fields in

off the ground — and you're flying."

al three-day hang gliding competition that

the Shenandoah Valley, outside Harrisonburg

Wendt suggests that anyone interested in

attracts 50 to 60 participants a year. Wendt

to give training hill lessons in which students

hang gliding should come out and watch.

explains that placing in the competition is

practice takeoffs. BlueSky uses a variety of

People can decide if it's for them and if so,

based on total points gained. Points depend

hang gliding methods including foot launch-

they are ahead of the game by knowing what

on the distance traveled by the participant

ing, scooter towing, platform towing and tan-

they already have learned by watching a lesson.

over the course of the three days.

dem instruction. Aerotowing also is available.

Throughout his long career with the sport,

Wendt has taught and assisted people of

Wendt says that with hang gliding, one can

Wendt has had some memorable experiences

all ages and with differing conditions in learn-

fly around just as an airplane does. With no

with hang gliding. He once landed on the bal-

ing how to hang glide, including paraplegics,

motor, you are coming down all the time,

cony of a house along the beach to have a cup

the blind and even a dog.

unless the air is going up, in which case you

of coffee with a guest who had seen him hov-

circle with it. By pulling the bar of a hang

ering by his room and invited him on down for

Wendt has taught children as young as 11

a while. Another time, he scared a couple of
young teenagers wrapped up in a blanket on
the beach. His shadow was hidden while the
wind was making enough noise to let him
hover right over them, and then yell for them
to "Be careful down there!"
Wendt always tells people, "You can't be
good at this just some of the time. You've got

.*

to be good at this all of the time." Then of
course, there is the motto that Wendt says
most people in the sport live by, "Never fly
higher than you care to fall."
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KatyKain
is a junior Media Arts and Design major,
with a minor in communication studies,
from Herndon, Va. With a music publicity
internship in New York City this summer,
she hopes to move there after graduating to
pursue a career in music and entertainment
publicity.
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Local j
masters culinary
refined

Story by Jennifer Sikorski
.Situated on a bend of South Main Street in Harrisonburg, the
Joshua Wilton House sits atop a slight hill, a sort of Utopia for those

ogy. Also during this time, he met his wife, Roberta.
As Moore mulled over possible career paths, he always inevitably

craving delectable foods or a break from the

returned to the idea of restaurants. "I evaluat-

world. The bed and breakfast offers an intangi-

ed everything and thought, 'Well I think I know

ble atmosphere of class and elegance that is

the restaurant business,'" he says.
In 1983, having set his sights on opening

unique in the Valley. Close attention to detail
leaves room for nothing short of perfection.
Owner Craig Moore first arrived in

A
—*

a

dining

facility,

Moore

opened

Harrisonburg's original Calhoun's, a 100-

^

Harrisonburg in 1974 as a freshman at James

seat restaurant and 100-seat bar. This restau-

Madison University after spending his youth

rant was located downtown across from

growing up in McLean, Va. Four years later, ii
he left the university and traveled for three

where the courthouse currently stands. "It

years before returning to the area. It was dur-

only had a little bit of money." The venture

was a real turnkey operation," he says. "We
| was a success, and Moore's culinary skills

ing these travels that Moore gained all-

zO

around knowledge of several aspects of the

g continued to evolve, leading him to search

restaurant business.

^ for a better location to open a new establish-

"Whenever I went any place, 1 either did
construction or worked in restaurants," Moore
explains. "In Napa Valley and Georgetown, I

Left and Above: Charming Victorian architecture is only the beginning of an enchanting
experience at the Joshua Wilton House,
owned by Craig and Roberta Moore.

ment three years after opening Calhoun's.
Moore and his wife began to consider opening a bed and breakfast. "At that time there
were 27 bed and breakfasts in the state of

worked all phases (of the industry) and started
cooking. Cooking just came naturally to me, and I learned it by the seat

Virginia," Moore says. "It was a very new market." They searched for

of my pants."

the ideal house and discovered one for sale that fit the bill residing at

He came back toJMU and graduated in 1983 with a degree in geol-

412 South Main St.
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The Moores fell in love with the Victorian

house's formal meals. In 1992, the restaurant

According to Pugh, elegant, multi-course

house originally built in 1886 by Joshua

introduced the Cafe in the back part of the

meals still are offered on holidays and other

Wilton. According to the restaurant's Web

house, offering a casual atmosphere and less

special occasions.

site, home.rica.net/jwhouse/, Wilton was a

expensive food, such as pan-seared salmon

Moore prides his B&B and his staff on

Canadian banker who moved to Harrisonburg

with orange and tarragon, seared breast of

their commitment to service and quality.

after the Civil War. He also was responsible for

duck, pan-fried trout and chipolte-marinated

"It's what put us on the map. We've accom-

bringing electricity to the area.

shrimp. The Cafe is open Tuesday through

plished one of our goals of being recognized

Saturday at 5 p.m.

and known throughout the Valley for quali-

The house's other previous owners include

ty," he says.

the Shank and Cash families of Harrisonburg

In January of 2002, the restaurant went to

and the Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity of

casual a la carte dining throughout the house.

When the Joshua Wilton House first

JMU. The Macher family, the house's last

With daily menu changes, customers can feast

opened, Moore manned the kitchen and his

owners before the Moores purchased it,

on items such as wood-grilled filet mignon,

wife Roberta oversaw the front of the restau-

turned the house into apartments that were

pan-fried hemlock trout, skillet-seared ribeye

rant. In 1993, the Moores welcomed a child

rented mainly to JMU students.

steak and house-made pasta roulade.

into the family, and Roberta gradually began

The house had to be gutted and renovated,
according to Sean Pugh, the restaurant's general manager. Among the house's original

"My original

was to

open

a place w

charms that remain are the marble mantels
over the fireplace and the leaded, stained glass
around the main entrance.
After extensive renovations, the Joshua

K

Wilton House opened in time for JMU's 1988

I

graduation. "My original goal was to open a
place with high-quality dining and atmos-

mA
.v>

*
(k

phere," Moore says. "There was the revitalization of downtown Harrisonburg at the
time, and we wanted to be a part of that. 1
wanted to have the most well-established facility in all of Harrisonburg. That's always been
my philosophy."
During its first four years of operation,
the Joshua Wilton House offered only formal

^ i

dining. "My goal has evolved," Moore says.

Vj
U;:

"The type of dining has evolved over the
years, partially dictated by customers, partial-

i

ly by trends."
Part of that evolution has included a move
to more casual dining in addition to the
Left: A chef prepares food in the kitchen.
Center: A garden patio and gazebo provide a
beautiful setting for outdoor dining in warmer
weather. Far right: Elegant place settings brighten up the tables of the downstairs restaurant.
Bottom: The sitting area of one of the bed and
breakfast's five bedrooms offers guests a place
to relax in comfort.
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house's clientele, according to Pugh.

to cut back on her involvement with the

we've served it at some point," Pugh says.

restaurant's daily operation. They began hir-

Among the types of cuisine Newsome dabbles

Also of note are the restaurant's mouth-

ing chefs to cover cooking duties so Craig

in are Asian, Latin American, Caribbean and

watering desserts. Pastry chef Neil Beaver

could be at the front of the house.

Mediterranean.

whips up delicacies such as chocolate raspber-

The current chef, Mark Newsome, gradu-

The Joshua Wilton House uses fresh, local-

ry cheesecakes, caramel chocolate and nut

ated in 1994 from JMU with a degree in

ly grown ingredients for all its items. "We use

tarts, mango ice cream and deep-dish apple

botany. "As far as the culinary aspect goes, he

mainly free-range, natural meat and produce

and blackberry pies. Desserts can be created

is mainly self-taught," Pugh says. "Mark took

from local farmers. People literally pull up

for special occasions such as graduations, wed-

over the kitchen in 1998, and he's been our

back behind the house and unload fruits and

dings or other events when pre-ordered.

head chef ever since. He doesn't have a spe-

vegetables," Pugh says.

While dining at the Joshua Wilton House is

This year, the restaurant began offering a

a unique experience for Valley residents, trav-

wine-tasting menu during the week and a six-

elers or locals yearning for a temporary escape

"He's very eclectic but very partial to bold

course chefs-tasting menu on Fridays. Both

from stress or a romantic getaway will find a

flavors. We serve everything. You name it and

options have been received favorably by the

haven in one of the house's five rooms, which

cialty because he does everything so well. He
could make dirt taste good.

range from SI05 to SI20 a night.
"All rooms are tastefully decorated in
dining

igh

and

a i-

* 4. &

/

creams, mauves and purples," Pugh says.
"They have wonderful, feather-topped queensized beds. There are no TVs, so it will be a

■J

romantic or relaxing getaway." Also awaiting
guests in their rooms are luscious terrycloth

rn

■» r

ta

bathrobes and a basket provided by the house
*

that includes cheese, sparkling water and
homemade cookies.

L
I

Guests are treated to a lavish breakfast in
the morning that includes freshly squeezed
II

;

orange juice, coffeecake and an entree of the
chef's choice, such as blueberry pancakes.
Compared to other B&Bs, Pugh says the
Joshua Wilton House's attention to detail and
service give it the edge. "What makes us out-

i .♦

standing is the elegance of the rooms. What
sets us apart is our service and access to a wonderful restaurant on-site," he says.
The Joshua Wilton House enjoys a wellearned reputation of being the Valley's most
elegant and upscale restaurant and inn. Treat
yourself by making a reservation to experience
the restaurant's culinary delights or the inn's

mpn "A -

Wwk

L,

comfort and class.
■
JenniferSikorski
is a senior Media Arts and Design major concentrating in corporate communications with
a minor in English. She was copy editor of
The Breeze as well as a senior writer. After
graduating, she will move to Northern
Virginia to pursue a career in marketing and
public relations.
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Stories about those Valley towns you only thought you knew
Travelling 200 years into the past, the Shenandoah Valley wouldn't be recognizable. Not only would the towns and cities consist
of a few scattered houses and the occasional tavern, but the signposts also would be different. Rolla, Hell Town, Staufferstadt and
Ursalasburg would dot the map and mark the familiar towns of today.
story and graphics

Without Interstate 81 as a guide, it would be easy to get lost amid these odd-

by Jody Worthington

sounding names.
Of course, things have changed since the 18th century. The last couple
hundred years has seen towns of the Valley sprout and change names —
sometimes three or four times. There is an art to picking a suitable name for
a settled area; the chosen title can make or break a growing community.

■ ;

Why else would Eric the Red have taken a frigid barren tundra and called
it Greenland?
A few communities didn't seem too concerned with originality when
christening their respective towns. For instance, it was not uncommon to
combine the surname of the local postmaster with a suitable suffix, and
voila, a new town was born. McGaheysville was named after Tobias
Randolph McGahey, who ran the town's first post office in 1801.
Previously, the settlement was called Ursalasburg, after the surveyor's wife. Neither name was particularly easy on the ear, especially McGaheysville, which has always endured mispronunciation. Understandably, outsiders didn't know to enunciate the invisible "C" (as in "Mc-GACK-eys-ville"). Indeed, early records indicate that
the name was written as "McGacheysville," and the German guttural
inflection prevails today.
Other areas turned to distinguished landowners for namesake inspiration. Harrisonburg was named after Thomas Harrison, an early settler of
Irish descent. He, along with his father and three brothers, pioneered the
Shenandoah Valley where each brother claimed land for himself.
Thomas sold 50 acres of land to be used for the construction of
a courthouse. Because of his generosity, the town changed
its name from Rocktown to Harrisonburg.
Keezletown, named in honor of George Keisell, has a similar tale. Keisell, a German settler, owned 100 acres of land and sold it to
the town. Hence, Keisell's-Town. This was shortened to Keiselltown and
then eventually mutated into Keezletown. Harrison and Keisell both were

Clohmithgairn was killed, and Lewis was ban-

Onlookers, some of whom were professional

ished from the country He retreated to

soldiers, found humor in the sergeant's abbre-

Williamsburg, where he was given sanctu-

viated command and entertained themselves

ary by Vuginia Gov William Gooch. Lady

by repeating it over and over. Eventually the

Rebecca Staunton, Gooch's wife,

area was known as Front Royal, certainly a

gave land grants to Lewis in the

more upstanding name than the original.

m
V,

upper Valley. Eventually this land

Mount Clinton used to be called Muddy

became a small town, and Lewis sug-

Creek. Though quaint, the affiliation with wet

gested the name Staunton, to honor

dirt wasn't exactly an effective way to lure visi-

Lady Rebecca.
\
/

L
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tors or settlers. In an effort to revamp the area's

Broadway's origins had a more

identity, the citizens of Muddy Creek came up

pejorative undertone. Having noth-

with a few alternate names, then voted on

ing to do with the famous strip in

them. The election didn't pass without bribery

New York City, Broadway's name

though; the owners of Bowman & Devier

came from the merry daredevils -

Store gave a horn of apple-jack (an alcoholic

young men fresh from the local tavern —

cider) to anyone voting for Clinton. Judging

who congregated in the area. The more

from the town's current name, Bowman &

scrupulous residents often commented that

Devier's apple-jack was quite tasty.

these ruffians were on the "broad way to

Many names in the Valley were borrowed.

destruction." The mischief-makers liked the

According to historians, someone with the

name and began to refer to their meeting

authority to christen stations for the

place by the sobriquet "Broad Way." With the

Chesapeake and Western Railroad enjoyed

well-known land investors, but their similari-

arrival of railroad, the new station was called

Shakespeare's play "Two Gentlemen From

ties didn't stop there. They both fancied their

"Broadway Depot," and in 1854, when the

Verona" so much that he named the depot

own town as the seat of Rockingham County.

first post office was established, the town's

after the play's Italian setting. As with many

Being fair chaps — and, evidently, men who

name became official.

other places, the town took its name from the

relished a good wager — Harrison and Keisell

Broadway wasn't the only town that

local train station. Before it was called Verona,

decided to let a horse race determine whose

attracted miscreants. Front Royal was called

the town was known as Rolla, which might be

town was to gain the county seat. Each man

Hell Town in colonial days. This rather

a corruption of Raleigh, as in Sir Walter.

entered his own horse in a mad dash to

unsubtle name also stemmed from a group of

Another recycled Italian name is Vesuvius,

Richmond. Harrison's horse was the winner.

boisterous locals. Not surprisingly, the towns-

after the volcanic Mount Vesuvius. In the

Other people selected town names as a trib-

people jumped at the chance to rename their

1830s, an iron furnace operated there, smelt-

ute to their cronies. The city of Staunton was

community when Peter Lehew purchased 200

ing iron ore mined in the nearby mountains. It

setded by Captain John Lewis in 1732. Lewis

acres of land in 1754. Lehewtown lasted until

was owned by the McCormicks, who provided

had an interesting past: he fled to Virginia from

1788, when the name Front Royal took over.

nearby towns and cities with metal from which

Scotland after murdering his landlord, Lord

In colonial days, a giant oak, also known as

the famous reapers were made. The cast iron

Clohmithgairn, over a heated dispute about the

the royal tree of England, stood in the public

produced at the furnace was shipped to

rent of a feudal castle. The landlord's bad tem-

square. The local militia, composed of raw

Lexington and Lynchburg using canal boats

per pardy was to blame. He snuck into Lewis'

recruits not used to following military com-

and to Richmond in wagons. Showers of

casde, his posse in tow, to teach Lewis a lesson.

mands, trained there on muster days. A frus-

sparks and the fiery flow of molten iron

Unbeknownst to Clohmithgairn, Lewis had

trated drill sergeant found that one particular

reminded furnace workers of a volcano. They

caught wind of a possible break-in, so he had

phrase was universally understood: "Dress the

were reminded in particular of Mount

gathered his own gang and ambushed the

front rank on the Royal Oak." This was soon

Vesuvius, although it isn't likely that any of the

wicked landlord. In the resulting skirmish, Lord

shortened to "Front the Royal Oak."

workers had ever actually been there or seen

HISTORYTOWN NAMES

it. Again, the railroad adopted the name first.

places had no intention of commemorating

A sign reading "Vesuvius, Virginia" was hung

some remote speck on a map.

Another town thought to be a combination
of proper names is Luray. This name has one

Lexington, Va., borrowed its name from

of the most disputed origins in the Valley. In

the then-infamous town in Massachusetts,

1812 there lived a man named Lewis Ramey

which already had stolen its name from a

who bought and sold a few plots of land in the

the German border, had a number of previ-

parish

England.

area. He was a well-liked blacksmith and

ous names. First was Pottown, or Pot Town, a

Virginia's Lexington was known as Gilbert

answered to the affectionate nickname of Lou.

prosaic way of acknowledging that the towns-

Campbell's Ford until 1778. The town

It is thought that the town was named after

people made a lot of pottery. In fact, pot-mak-

changed its name to the more succinct and

him, morphing his first and last name into

ing was the chief industry, capitalizing on the

catchy Lexington to honor the first great bat-

"Louray" then eventually "Luray." No one

abundant native yellow clay. Eventually, pot

tle of the Revolutionary War, which had

knows why an entire community would want

production folded under the pressure of fierce

occurred three years earlier. Lexington was a

to name itself after this popular blacksmith

competition in the Midwest. From 1747 to

popular and faddish name for new towns at

especially since he dropped out of local histo-

1753, the area endured a bombardment of

the time; it was considered to be a symbol of

ry in 1816. However, this remains one of the

various names; Staufferstadt, Stovertown,

American insurrection. Today, there are

more accepted stories of the town.

Funk's

Lexingtons in Kentucky, Ohio, North

at the depot in 1882, and the town has been
known as Vesuvius ever since.
Strasburg, named after a French town on

Mill

and

the jaunty-sounding

in

Nottinghamshire,

Carolina, Tennessee and Michigan.

Funktown. Evidently, there was a prominence

George Thomas Marye (grandson of
William Staige Marye, a town founder and

of Funk and Stovers among the early settlers.

Paris, located in Fauquier County, didn't

trustee) refuted the Lewis Ramey tale when he

Many of these people were immigrants from

necessarily want to share names with France's

wrote in 1925, "The name of Luray was given

Strasburg, in the province of Alsace, which is

"City of Lights." Instead, it was named to

to the town by my grandfather, William Staige

said to be the Stover family's place of origin.

honor the Marquis de Lafayette in 1819.

Marye. It is an Indian name and has some

Before that, it was called Pumpkinville.

meaning which I have forgotten." This expla-

There are a few towns and cities in the area
that appear to have imported their names

Edinburg, originally called Shryock and

nation sounds plausible, but it is a bit suspi-

from European locales, but in actuality, these

Stony Creek, did not find its roots in Scottish

cious that this "Indian name" would be so

heritage. Rather than modeling it on

quickly lost from memory, seeing as multitudes

Edinborough in Scotland, residents fancied

of other Native American derivatives still have

their town as a modern Garden of Eden.

«

O

1/^ Hence, Edenburg. This name choice was

Others believe that Luray is a corruption

a hopeful attempt to embellish and advertise

of "Lorraine." Some of the area's early set-

the area's beauty, but it soon became extinct

tlers were Huguenots who escaped from

after mispronunciations and poor spelling.

Alsace-Lorraine, a province on the border of

Edenburg evolved into Edinburg, and its

France and Germany. Another interpretation

insinuations of biblical euphoria were lost.

is that the place took its name from a small

Crimora, though it may sound like some

French town near Dreux, also named Luray.

picturesque hamlet across the Atlantic, is actu-

The name Luray also could be a mispro-

ally a fabricated name. In 1881, a local

nunciation of "la reine," which means "the

landowner gave part of his property to Norfolk

queen" in French. As to which queen in par-

& Western Railroad for a new station but only

ticular the people of Luray wanted to honor, it

on the condition that he could name it. Unlike

is not certain.

Harrison and Keisell, who assertively named

The origin of New Market has stimulated

things after themselves, he named it for

further deliberation. Initially named Cross

his sweetheart. Many historians say that
the word is a fusion of two or more names,

Roads because the area marked the intersec-

while others think it's just one.

munity eventually changed its name to New

N
'
r'
»l
I
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their meanings intact.

tion of two Native American trails, the com-

Market. Some historians maintain that the

tion. The town's first wooden bridge, built in

rent bridge, completed in 1955, was built

town was named after Newmarket in England,

1820, was evidently one of the more thrilling

using concrete and steel.

famous for its racecourse. Indeed, the

features of the area, and the citizens were

denizens of Virginia's New Market were

probably quite proud of this structure. It was

Bridgewater was called Magill's

known to engage in a healthy horse race now

understandable that they wanted to name

Bridgeport (recognizing its early use as a river

and then on their one-mile track.

their community after the rickety overpass.

port for neighboring farmers) and the rather

Before the town acquired its current name,
Ford,

gauche-sounding Dinkletown — after the

However, it also has been said that the area

Bridgewater is the only town in the Valley

was established as a new market for local

that seems to be jinxed by its name.

farmers. It made sense to call the place New

Unfortunately for those who frequently

For the sake of cartographers, historians

Market. Although somewhat humdrum, the

crossed the river, the bridge was swept away by

and sign-makers, one would hope that the

name provided good advertising for vendors of

a flood after 32 years. The industrious engi-

process of naming and renaming the Valley's

the region and may have had nothing to do

neers and builders were not fazed. They soon

towns and cities has ceased. One never

with England's racing town.

constructed a new bridge, but this was burned

knows, though. If past trends and methods of

Unlike Luray and New Market, the town

to a crisp by the Confederate army less than

local nomenclature continue, Winchester

name of Stuarts Draft in Augusta County has

10 years later. Still, the townspeople perse-

might be Appleblossomburg, Luray would be

not caused much controversy. This is because

vered. The third bridge, which featured a sup-

Caverna, and Harrisonburg could very well

no one has any idea where the name came

port in the middle, was built in 1866. The

be JMUville or Turkeytown. And if these

from. Speculations have been made about the

northern half of this structure was obliterated

names are found unsuitable, then there is

meaning of "draft." One meaning is a shallow

by yet another flood a few years later. The

always the local postmaster.

part of a river where a crossing can be made

same thing happened with the fourth bridge.

(sometimes called a "ford"). A draft is also an

The fifth bridge was more impressive. It

open field where air is in constant motion. Both

was a covered structure built in 1878 and was

of these definitions could easily apply to the

the longest single-span wooden bridge in the

town's name, as some sort of terrain descrip-

world at 250 feet. While this colossal edifice

tion. On the other hand, a draft is also a meas-

was under construction, a ferry

ure of liquid, a method of brewing beer, a hefty

was used to carry traffic,

workhorse, a method of mobilizing soldiers and

including horses and buggies,

Hh

>

area's well-known Dinkle family.
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the first version of something written.
Some towns, such as Singers Glen, were
named after their unique and celebrated features. A Mennonite named Joseph Funk had
settled in this area to teach music and start a

replaced with a

publishing house for folk and hymnal compi-

sixth made

lations. Funk is credited with creating works

of

that started the musical tradition of singing in

The cur-

Verona
o
Crimora

steel.
■ Staunton

O J"
uarts O ••

the Valley. It is only fitting that the town in

64

which he settled was named for its
Li • gton

renowned vocalists.
Like

Singers

Glen,

the

town

Vesuv IUS

of

Bridgewater was named after a local attracInformation for this article was taken from:
• "Settlers by the Long Grey Trail," by J.
Houston Harrison
• "Names on the Land," by George R.
Stewart

• "Scratch Ankle, U.S.A.," by Myron J.
Quimby
• Archives from the HarrisonburgRockingham Historical Society
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story by Emily Thomas

The spectacle of mountaintops over-

Leaving Harrisonburg by 7 a.m. gives

worth seeing because they're huge," Ryan

laid with trees met by lucid water is

travelers time for a variety of activities.

Waters, a parasailing captain, says. According

absolutely breathtaking. The air

Driving through Boones Mill, visitors discov-

to Waters, no one is allowed to fish off the

feels alive and fresh. The picturesque view of

er it is an ordinary, rural town with winding

docks at Bridgewater. People continually feed

the green mountains is reflected in the ripples

roads lined with towering trees. After a two-

the fish things like popcorn, which train the

of the lake.

hour-and-15-minute scenic drive, an enor-

carp to return to these feeding locations and

It is known as the "Jewel of the Blue Ridge

mous lake with a perimeter of mountains

beg for food.

Mountains." With a waterfront consisting of

comes into view. The horizon blends togeth-

Ed Waters, the owner/founder of

500 miles of shoreline, it is the second largest

er the sky, tree line and water to make the

Bridgewater and a 20-year local, envi-

lake in Virginia — Smith Mountain Lake.

spectacle seem like a mirage. "It's like this lit-

sioned a multi-purpose facility focusing on

Smith Mountain Lake offers diverse

tle piece of heaven in the middle of

tourism that could be accessible by boat

experiences, from beaches to mountains, all

nowhere," describes Michael Moore, a visitor

and car. Establishing the first building in

in the same vicinity. "It has crystalline waters

from Connecticut.

the Bridgewater area in 1987 gave the

surrounded by mountains with southern hos-

After arriving at Bridgewater Marina, a

pitality from the locals," says Roy Enslow,

lakeside marina, visitors can take a moment to

general manager of Bridgewater Marina

walk around and notice the different activities

At Bridgewater Marina, visitors can rent a

and eight-year resident of the area.

offered, from playing miniature golf to shop-

boat for the day. Boats, a common mode of

"Everyone compliments the most on how

ping and dining. Visitors also can view the

transportation at Smith Mountain Lake, often

accepting the locals are to visitors,"

carp surrounding Bridgewater's docks. "It's

are more convenient than cars. The runabout

CURIO SPRING 2002

lake a variety of restaurants, shops and
entertainment.

A hidden treasure in the mountains draws
crowds to the relaxing waters of Smith Mountain Lake
courtesy of Ashley Morton

boat, which carries six to eight passengers,

sport equipment, visitors may crave a taste

allows water-skiing, tubing and wakeboarding.

for some Southern cooking.

The most popular choice, according to
Collins, is "number four," which includes

Water-skiing is a sport for all ages and lev-

Heading left out of Bridgewater and

three strips of bacon, two sausage patties, two

els of ability, but wakeboarding requires more

traveling under the bridge, Campers

eggs, hash browns and toast. Sausage gravy

athleticism. Tubing is fun for all ages and uses

Paradise comes into view on the right

over biscuits is another favorite, but if a fami-

the least amount of energy. The only require-

shoreline. Campers Paradise has been a

ly member is not in the mood for breakfast

ment is to hold on to the tube or rope while

family-owned and operated restaurant since

foods, don't worry.

the person driving the boat controls the speed

the 1970s. "It's almost like a homey feeling

Campers Paradise has an extended menu

from a slow and relaxing ride to a fast and

here. We don't serve any alcohol so there is

consisting of steak and seafood dinners, salads,

thrilling one.

no bar crowd," says Daphne Collins, a five-

hotdogs, burgers, sandwiches and desserts. "A

year employee and granddaughter of the

lot of people from out of town want the fried

current owner.

chicken," Collins says. Campers Paradise is a

The other option for a boat rental is the
pontoon, which is the most popular,
according to Enslow. The pontoon consists

Although there are one or two other

of an open deck with a canopy cover, per-

establishments that serve breakfast, Campers

mitting a large group or family of 10 to 12

Paradise is the local choice. "I think what

With a full stomach, parasailing is a

to fit comfortably. Groups that rent this

helps us is our hours because we get the fish-

good alternative to the more exhilarating

boat can find a remote island to dock and

ermen going out in the morning," Collins

sports. Leaving Campers Paradise, head out

spend the day swimming, sunning or pic-

says. The summer hours are 6 a.m. to 10

of the no-wake zone to the main channel.

nicking. After renting a boat and water

p.m., and breakfast is served all day.

Once past the bridge, take a left at marker

convenient and ideal place to help the day
start off right.
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structed to produce electricity by hydroelectric
development. Water falls through turbine generators to produce electricity. The water then
is contained by a lower dam in Leesville Lake,
recycling the water back into the Smith
Mountain Lake. The project was completed in
1966 for approximately $66 million. Another
generating unit was completed in 1979 for
approximately $37 million.
%

Aside from the lake's practical use, it

f

%

■*

v

also provides an ideal location for outdoor
activities. Next to the dam is an area

s

known as Craddock Creek, where trophy-

*

winning fish are caught. Known for its
H

a

'V

stripers, the lake also regularly is stocked
with smallmouth and largemouth bass,
blackmouth bass, crappie, catfish, muskel-

•»

lunge and walleyes. A fishing license can be

K

aws
P*

obtained for a five-day period for $6 at any

**

marina. There are areas where boats can

«
J
Riding the wake of the boat towing him, this aquatic athlete thrills in the sensation of gliding along the
top of the water. Wakeboarding, water skiing and tubing are popular water sports on the tranquil
waters of Smith Mountain Lake.

pull off and dock, allowing fishing, swimming and picnicking. Because the lake is
freshwater, there are no worries of jellyfish
or riptides. The relaxing atmosphere allows
visitors to fully experience the vitalizing

R8 and a right into Bernard's Landing. The

to get breathtaking aerial shots. From 600 feet

total ride is approximately 25 minutes.

in the air, the mountaintops appear at eye

If no picnic basket was packed from home,

Bernard's Landing is the only place at

level, adding a new dimension to visitors'

just stop by The Mouse Trap to pick up sand-

Smith Mountain Lake that provides the

appreciation of the lake.

wiches, chips and drinks. The Mouse Trap is

opportunity of parasailing.
Parasailing is actually a relaxing, exciting

water cleansing their skin.

Driving straight out of the no-wake zone,

known for its delicatessen that features Boar's

take a right at marker R8 and head toward

Head brand sandwiches. It has a wide variety

Waters.

the mountain in order to view Smith

of quarter-pound subs with house specialties

Participants have the option of going alone or

Mountain Dam, where people can sit and

such as ham, turkey and roast beef with

tandem — two people at one time. Tandem

observe the structure from their boats. To

coleslaw and the classic BLT

allows the moment to be shared with a friend

learn more about the dam, travel to

A 45-minute boat ride to the cliffs reveals a

or loved one, or in some cases, enables young

Appalachian Power's Visitors Center, which

large portion of the lake. Heading toward the

children to participate. "I've taken up as

can be reached in an hour by car. The

left to marker B28 from Smith Mountain

young as a 2-year-old and as old as a 90-year-

Visitors Center features an audio visual pres-

Dam, follow the Blackwater Channel. The

old woman," Ryan Waters says. The driver

entation of how the dams were constructed, a

large, white house where the 1991 movie

can dunk the parasailers by slowing down the

three-dimensional model of Smith Mountain

"What About Bob" was filmed can be seen on

boat just enough to dip their lower legs and

Lake and a ramp overlooking the dam and

a point on the right side of the lake.

then speeding up to lift them out of the water.

gorge. There also are exhibits explaining how

The only downfall to dunking is that parasail-

electricity is generated.

activity,

according

to

Ryan

ers can not bring a camera along for the ride
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Originally, Smith Mountain Lake was con-

After the boat ride, the clilfs can be seen on
the left. "There's a cliff to jump off for everyone, ranging from 10 feet, 40 feet to 60 feet,"

Ryan Waters says. There is also a rope swing

were added to the menu since they took over,

nary hiking trials and canoe and boat

for those who do not want to jump.

such as burgers and hotdogs. "If it's not broke,

rentals. Other camping opportunities can

don't fix it," Bollas says.

be found in places such as Crazy Horse

"I felt alive," Moore says, who has jumped

Before coming to Smith Mountain Lake,

Camp Grounds and Campers Paradise. If

they traveled all over the world including Saudi

not camping, there are houses, hotels and

After a fun-filled day, the boat is due back

Arabia and Dubai. "We would take family

bed-and-breakfast establishments.

at the dock and the sun is setting behind Smith

vacations to the U.S. once a year," Bollas says.

Visitors can find a wealth of information at

Mountain. Pulling into Bridgewater Marina,

"We visited a friend here and fell in love with

Bridgewater Plaza. History buffs can check

the decks will be filled with people gathering

the place. Everyone is friendly to outsiders."

out the Booker T. Washington Memorial and

off the 60-foot cliff. "It's scary, but I wanted to
prove to myself I could do it."

Bollas says, "It's the only one of its kind.

the National D-Day Memorial. They can play

Harbortown is a portion of Bridgewater

It's a complex, so it has everything. Every

golf at The Westlake Golf and Country Club,

that has the only miniature golf course at

business helps each other by drawing crowds."

take an exhilarating ski-diving experience with

Smith Mountain Lake built over the water.

Ed Waters agrees, "It's a nice place to do

Adrenaline Air Sports or enjoy a relaxing

There are also carnival games such as bas-

business. It's much more laid-back than a

ketball shoots and "whack-a-mole." During

metropolitan area. It's not as crowded and

"There's something out there for every

the summer, there are usually live bands on

commercialized." Southard says, "If you're

person," Enslow says. "From sitting on the

the outside decks providing a casual, laid-

coming to the lake, you're coming to

beach to hiking, everyone enjoys a different

back atmosphere, allowing visitors to mingle

Bridgewater."

experience."

around to enjoy the array of activities.

freely. "They can feel they have options," Ed

There is still more Smith Mountain

Waters says. "A family can come and feel

Lake has to offer. There is Smith

safe, letting kids go off to the arcade or for

Mountain State Park, which offers camp-

pizza and ice cream while the parents sit and

ing or cabin lodging. There is also a beach

have dinner."

and other activities including extraordi-

cruise with Virginia Dare Cruises.

■

EmilyThomas
is majoring in Media Arts and Design and
communication studies. She is a native of
Chesapeake, Va., and plans to pursue a
career in public relations after graduating in
May 2002.

Moosie's Restaurant and Bar, an awardwinning dinner spot, received the 2001 Gold
Dining Award, voted on by readers of Roanoker
Magazine. The bar area dominates the front of
Moosie's, leaving diners with a water view in
the glass-enclosed restaurant. Moosie's is a
sports bar, but has a family-oriented feel with
a friendly atmosphere. The aroma of barbecue fills the area during the summer when
Moosie's features a Smoker Menu, where the
food is grilled outside for everyone to view. It
is known for its BBQ_ribs and club sandwiches. It also includes Mexican-style cuisine. "We
have good, consistent food and service," coowner Don Bellas says.
Bollas and his daughter, Tricia Southard,

*I

0

took over Moosie's in 1999. Only a few items
Ducks and fish flock to popular hangouts such as
Bridgewater Marina where they are fed like kings
by visitors. Robin Dillon and granddaughter
Kaitlen relax on the dock and share breadcrumbs with local mallards.
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Winding their cars up the twisting,
narrow-laned

a>

♦4
r

I

i

mountain

The Duke brothers drove a souped-up,

roads

bright orange 1969 Dodge Charger that was

toward Sperryville, Va., tourists

known as the General Lee and was the show's

might expect to come across quaint antique

signature element. Their weekly hijinks usual-

shops and mom-and-pop roadside cafes.

ly consisted of car chases where the General

The last thing they anticipate seeing is a

Lee managed to make gravity-defying jumps

large red-and-white sign emblazoned with the

over a variety of obstacles. The Duke boys

word "Cooler's," a place dedicated to the reign

often were on the run as a result of some

of "Daisy Dukes," the "General Lee" and a pop

greedy scheme of the county commissioner,

culture television phenomenon that attracts as

"Boss" Jefferson Davis Hogg (Sorrell Booke),

many fans today as it did 20 years ago.

and his right-hand man, Sheriff Rosco P.

Cooler's Place is a garage turned museum

Coltrane James Best). However, the Duke

dedicated to maintaining the memory of

boys never stayed in trouble for long with the

"The Dukes of Hazzard" run by actor and

help of deputies Enos Strate (Sonny Shroyer)

former Georgia Congressman (1989-'93) Ben

and Cletus Hogg (Rick Hurst) and county

Jones. It is located five miles from Skyline

mechanic Cooler Davenport Jones) at hand.

Drive at the foot of a mountain in beautiful

In the years since the show went into syn-

Rappahannock County. According to Jones,

dication, "The Dukes of Hazzard" has become

who played the mechanic Cooler Davenport

an international entity, crossing over genera-

on the show, "The Dukes of Hazzard" was a

tions and spawning well over 1,000 different

throwback to a more innocent time that

types of merchandise with its mass appeal.

Hazzard County grease
MONKEY ENSHRINES

'DUKES OF

Hazzard' memories

§
-«

embraced traditional values of courage and

The National Network (TNN) aired syndicat-

adventure where the good guys always won.

ed episodes until a few months ago, but the

Now the show's die-hard fans can maintain

show still airs in Europe and South America.

the essence of their memories with Cooler

Much to the dismay of fans everywhere, it has

himself without having to go to Hollywood.

become increasingly difficult to preserve the

"The Dukes of Hazzard" was a TV series

a

show's memory in recent years — until now.

that ran for seven seasons, from 1978-'85. The

How is such a place supposed to support

show featured the trials and tribulations of the

itself way out in the country, you ask? Jones'

Duke family, who lived in Hazzard County,

wife, Alma Viator, thought the same thing

located "somewhere in the South," according

when he proposed the idea after moving to

to a fan Web site, www.hazzardnet.com. Jesse

the area in 1998, "I thought it was a ridicu-

Duke (Denver Pyle), with his nephews Bo

lous idea in the beginning. I didn't realize how

John Schneider) and Luke (Tom Wopat) and

important the show was, how enormous the

his niece Daisy (Catherine Bach), "worked

fan base was," she says.

hard to run a farm, run moonshine and out-

Seemingly still in awe of the museum's

run the local sheriff," according to the show's

success, she deadpans. "Let's face it — we're

plot synopsis on the Web site.

in the middle of nowhere. It was hard to

FEATURESCOOTER'S PLACE 55

believe people would come out so far for a

overalls and baseball cap that were the cos-

cued delights. Cooler's Garage Band, a

show that's been off the air for 20 years."

tume of the loyal mechanic Jones immortal-

country rock and bluegrass band fronted by

She turned out to be wrong.

ized on the show hang in a corner, looking the

Jones himself, plays every Saturday after-

"On our opening day, 5,000 people

same as they must have the last time Jones

noon. The band has recorded two albums

walked off the set.

and has performed at county fairs, demoli-

showed up. I said, 'Oops, I better get with the
program,"' Viator says.

At the opposite end of the garage, an enor-

tion derbies and other events in Maryland,

Jones says matter-of-factly, "What Cooler's

mous television screen plays old episodes of

New York, Pennsylvania, Tennessee and

Place has become is sort of a mecca, a desti-

the show on a constant loop. Behind the TV

Virginia. They even have a song entitled

nation for people who love the show, who grew

screen are pictures featuring photos of

"Cooler's Place," which is the museum's offi-

up with the show and also for the kids now

Hazzard County landmarks, such as the

cial theme song.

who love the show, the new generation. Kids 4

Boar's Nest, the local watering hole, and the

and 5 years old think it's a new show — they

site of the General Lee's first jump.

Despite the fact that it's the museum's offseason, a steady stream of wide-eyed visitors

love it. Twenty years ago, you could go into a

To the left is a display of T-shirts decorat-

comes through the door. Once the season

Wal-Mart and get all the stuff. But now we're

ed with the General Lee's numbers or the logo

begins, the General Lee replica is placed out

one of the only places you can find it."

of Cooler's towing business, printed with the

front by the side of the road during operating

Walking into the garage turned museum

character's best-known phrases such as, "Take

hours, drawing in many visitors.

located at the foot of a mountain five miles

it easy greasy!" and "Might be crazy, but I

"This is like taking a step back in time 20

from Skyline Drive in Rappahannock County,

ain't dumb!" Jones and Viator took part in

years," says Amanda Johnson, who was driv-

visitors are greeted with the brightly painted

designing T-shirts with Warner Bros., which

ing through the area visiting local vineyards

orange walls of Cooler's Place.

carries the show's license. Additionally there

when she stopped at Cooter's Place.

At the center of it all is a replica of the

are custom-made sundries for Cooler's Place

"I saw [the sign] coming and at first, I

General Lee, the car that the Duke boys

named after the show's characters, like Daisy's

thought 'Cooler's?' But then I saw the

climbed through the windows of in every

Homemade Country Honey and Uncle Jesse's

General Lee and I said, 'You gotta pull over!"'

episode before taking off to outwit Boss

Finest Batch Apple Cider.

Hogg. Visitors are allowed inside the car to

The fans wander through the doors like

Jones opened Cooler's Place in 1998

eager children with expectant looks in their

because he always thought it would be fun.

eyes. They're transported back in time as their

Lining the walls are glass cases filled with

After years of collecting anything and every-

gazes dart from place to place. A social and

every kind of "Dukes of Hazzard" memora-

thing that was "Dukes of Hazzard," he want-

outgoing person, Jones greets them as if they

bilia imaginable: lunch boxes, record players,

ed to provide "a place for folks to kick back

are old friends, talking about the memorabilia

birthday party favors, Halloween costumes,

and enjoy the memorabilia." When thousands

and asking them about their travels. When

View-Masters and action figures, just to name

of people showed up for the opening week-

Jones approaches them, they step back a little,

a few. Vintage posters of the show's characters

end, it garnered media attention on a nation-

in awe of the fact that Cooler himself is

cover the walls. Even the windows are

al level, with Entertainment Weekly and CNN

standing right in front of them. A man who

adorned with "Dukes of Hazzard" curtains,

doing features on Cooler's Place.

has come in with his wife and son looks like he

take pictures.

like those that might be found in the bedroom
of a 12-year-old boy circa 1980.

"I was surprised at the depth of the love
people had for the show, that it was a big part

might burst with excitement as he meets Jones
and introduces him to his family.

Along the far wall beside the General Lee,

of their childhood memories and growing up,

Jones himself almost blends in with the

framed pictures hang on the walls, depicting

I was also surprised by its international suc-

locals. Anyone less than an aficionado of the

behind-the-scenes antics of the cast and crew.

cess," Jones says.

show probably would walk by without realiz-

Shooting schedules and scripts are held in a

The museum is open seven days a week

ing they were in the presence of a pop culture

glass case along with issues of The Hazzard

April through December. Jones and his wife

icon. Friendly and approachable, Jones drifts

County Gazette and sentimental pieces such as

are usually there on the weekends hosting

around wearing a denim shirt, his gray hair

die sign from the side of Cooler's tow truck

their many visitors. Attached to the museum

poking out from underneath his battered

on the show. The tattered, grease-smudged

is Cooler's Cafe that sells plenty of barbe-

black-and-yellow Cooter's hat, greeting and
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Right: Cooter's Place houses a multitude of
"Hazzard"- related paraphernalia, including the
famous General Lee — its top emblazoned with
the confederate flag. Below: Ben Jones poses with
his wife, Alma Viator.
bidding farewell to visitors with an enthusiastic smile and a firm handshake.
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Raised in Portsmouth, Va., Jones was bitten by the acting bug after auditioning for a
role in a friend's play while he was a student
at the University of North Carolina-Chapel

■
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Hill and has pursued acting ever since. He

^ //XI /

has acted in a variety of areas from regional
theater to Broadway musicals and has

throbs, most likely led "The Dukes of

bad times over the years, having been brought

appeared in countless other TV shows, com-

Hazzard" in becoming one of television's top-

together for reunion specials but also for having

mercials and films such as "Primary Colors"

rated shows within weeks of its debut. The first

lost Booke (Boss Hogg) in 1994 and Pyle (Uncle

(1998). His big break came when he was cast

five episodes were taped in Covington, Ga.,

Jesse) in 1997. The show's narrator and theme

in the movie "Moonrunners" (1974), written

and then the set was moved to Hollywood as a

singer, Waylon Jennings, also passed away this

and directed by Guy Waldron. Waldron

result of the show's success. Jones attributes the

past year.

went on to create the "Hazzard" series,

show's appeal to the good old-fashioned

which was a lighter version of the film. Jones

morals and values it promoted.

was cast as Cooter, a character similar to the

"I think one of the reasons the show was
successful was that we loved doing what we

"When we realized how many young peo-

were doing, and we enjoyed each other's com-

ple were watching the show, we made it more

pany. It's a cliche, but we really were like fam-

"Cooter was the classic sidekick, the friend

of a family show," Jones says, since the first

ily. The cast had terrific chemistry," Jones says.

in need to get you out of a ditch. He would

few episodes were slighdy more adult-orient-

According to Viator, the museum captures

often come to their rescue. He was also the

ed in content than the rest, according to the

that atmosphere. "We're like family for real —

only person in the county who actually

fan Web site. "Nobody got hurt, the good

family you actually like," she says with a grin.

worked," Jones says, speaking in a charming

guys always won, and there was just this mock

"Even the most cynical teenager that's been

Southern drawl, occasionally tossing out an

violence, a lot of slapstick comedy and these

forced to take a ride with their parents is smil-

affable, laid-back grin.

great-looking kids. It was kind of like a west-

ing after about five minutes here."

one he played in the movie version.

He gauges the character's universal appeal.
"In practically every small town in America,

ern with cars instead of horses," Jones says.

Jones says he believes that the American

Over the years, the show's characters have

public embraced the show as a tribute to less

there's a person like Cooter

kept in touch with one another, especially

complicated times. "The Duke boys were sort

and everybody knows that

since the show's resurgence in popularity in

of the last heroes for kids, always doing the

character and counts on

recent years. Several of them have visited

right thing, sticking their necks out," he says.

him," he says.

Cooter's Place — Schneider (Bo Duke), Best

"The bottom line is funny's always funny,

(Rosco P. Coltrane) and Bach (Daisy) among

fast is always fast and good locking's always

them. Bach will make an appearance at this

good looking," he says with a big smile and a

year's Duke Fest, an annual event held

shrug of the shoulders, just like the same good

This mass appeal,
along with teen heart-

in August, when "Hazzard" fan
. club members from all over the
i country congregate at the
museum.
[ Jones speculates that the
1 'I former castmates have
11 grown closer in good and

of boy after all these years.
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